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Executive summary
The UK’s biggest cities have recently experienced a surge in high-rise residential develoment. London and Manchester
have seen the most development activity, with proposals, planning applications and construction starts increasing
over the last five years. This ‘vertical urbanisation’ (Nethercote, 2018) is a dynamic phenomenon driven, in part, by
flows of global capital. The UK’s experience follows well-established trends in property hotspots around the world like
Hong Kong, New York, Sydney and Vancouver.
In this report, we argue that the impacts of high rise residential development in UK cities is yet to be fully interrogated
and understood. We thus present an international evidence review on high-rise residential development – our
contention being that there is much to learn from research conducted in other cities around the world. We have
chosen to use the term ‘high-rise’ in this evidence review to encompass buildings that are also known as ‘skyscrapers’
or simply ‘tall buildings’.
The height of a high-rise building is typically calculated by the number of storeys or by its total height in metres or
feet, but the point at which a building becomes ‘high-rise’ is not universally agreed and differs from city to city and
country to country. Organisations that have tracked the recent boom in high-rise residenial development in the UK,
notably New London Architecture (London) and Urbinfo (Manchester), agree that buildings 20 storeys and above
are classed as ‘tall buildings’. Our review of the international evidence leads us to argue that the physical height of a
building actually matters less than the particularities of a building in its context.
In this review we focus on how high-rise residential buildings are planned and designed, what economic and
institutional factors are driving their development, what long-term social, economic and environmental impacts result
from high-rise residential buildings, and how they are managed and maintained over the long-term. Our explicit focus
is on research into high-rise buildings that contain residential units for private sale or rent. This is the dominant form
of current high-rise residential building construction in the UK, and is distinct from earlier experiences with high-rise
residential development which was primarily built by the state as social housing.
Through this international evidence review, we argue that there are crucial lessons to be drawn from cities that have
experienced ‘vertical urbanisation’. On the one hand, the urban densities achieved can increase housing supply while
creating more walkable and mixed use neighbourhoods. On the other hand, poorly planned and badly designed
high-rise residential development can also cause gentrification and place pressure on already stretched local services.
The safety, security and maintenance of high-rise buildings, as tragically demonstrated by the Grenfell disaster, also
leads us to ask urgent questions about the resiliency of high-rise housing and its long-term management. Additionally,
the Covid-19 pandemic leads to important questions about how cities should plan and design for density and highrise living when social contact is restricted.
To collect the evidence we used a systematic review methodology developed by the UK Collaborative Centre for
Housing Evidence (CaCHE). This review is based on scholarly articles (i.e. academic journal articles and indexed book
chapters). It does not include grey literature. Two widely used academic indices, Scopus and Web of Science, were
used as the principal search engines along with a master list of academic journals. The review process started with
circa 7,000 scholarly articles that were identified by running relevant keyword queries on the academic indices and
journals. After a rigorous filtering process, based on relevance and quality check, we identified 87 relevant scholarly
articles on international high-rise residential development. These form the evidence base for our report.
The international evidence review is presented across four themes. The scope of each theme and the principal
findings that emerged are summarised as follows:
The planning and design of residential high-rise building: This theme considers existing research on the design
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methodologies and planning policies that drive and regulate high-rise residential development in cities. It finds that:
l

l

l

l

High-rise residential buildings have ‘symbolic capital’ that brings together the interests of local political leaders
with those of real estate developers hoping to maximise their profits.
City governments use high-rise residential buildings to drive more ‘sustainable’ planning agendas and as a
method to leverage funds for affordable housing and community programmes. This can sometimes result in highrise residential buildings receiving favourable treatment during the planning process.
Various tools and mechanism are used to regulate high-rise residential buildings, and visual impact is a particular
area of focus in the evidence.
Internal ‘space standards’ are widely explored in existing research, especially in cities with land scarcity challenges.
Flexible or limited regulation can lead to very small residential units being developed that are unfit for families.
This can exacerbate housing affordability problems.

Finance, investment and the marketing of residential high-rise buildings: This theme explores the ‘financialisation’ of
housing through high-rise development. It finds that:
l

l

l

l

Many studies consider contemporary high-rise residential development to be an example of neoliberal
urbanisation practices and globalisation, and that political actors and governments sometimes encourage it to
attract inward investment.
High-rise residential development has increasingly become an investment asset proliferated by the movement of
transnational capital. This can have a negative impact on access to housing and the efficient use of urban space.
Some high-rise residential units bought by investors are kept empty, while prices remain unaffordable for many
urban dwellers.
The pricing determinants of high-rise residential units can vary depending on the context and characteristics of a
building, including: height/floor number, views and volume of space.
The branding strategies used by developers are widely explored in the literature. High-rise development is often
presented as a lifestyle choice. The narratives that developers adopt to sell units are often based on occupier
stereotypes.

The impacts of high-rise residential buildings on cities and neighbourhoods: This theme reviews evidence on the sociospatial impacts of high-rise residential development. It finds that:
l

l

l

l

There is a wide-ranging debate about the ways high-rise residential buildings are planned to accommodate
particular demographics groups, including young professionals, couples without children and transient
populations.
High-rise residential development is often actively promoted as inappropriate for children or children with families,
despite evidence showing that families with children do live in high-rise residential buildings.
There is an emerging field of study on gender and high-rise residential development, although it is relatively
underexplored. Existing studies focus on the impact this housing type has on womens’ use and enjoyment of the
city, and also explores gendered marketing.
A growing body of work focuses on the amenities and services provided for the exclusive use of residents living in
high-rise residential buildings. The internal provision of amenities is criticised in the literature for ‘privatising’ public
goods.
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l

The investment characteristics of high-rise residential development and the role it plays in accelerating
gentrification is a cause for concern in the literature.

Managing and maintaining high-rise residential buildings: This theme reviews evidence on the regulation, care, upkeep
and resiliency of this housing typology, with a focus on building management and collective action. It finds that:
l

l

l

l

The internal governance of high-rise residential buildings presents an opportunity for localised democracy and
collective decision-making, but the complexities of management can create conflicts between unit owners.
Funding maintenance in high-rise residential buildings is a complex and costly affair. It is extremely important for
buildings to have a long-term financial plan with a healthy accumulating fund for repairs.
Reconfiguring a residential unit for future demographic change was found to be very difficult, while there are
considerable complexities associated with dissolving and redeveloping buildings in condominium tenure (or
similar) when they reach the end of their habitable life.
Developers often retain control over aspects of building maintenance long after units have been sold. This leads
some researchers to ask whether the legislation governing such buildings should be tightened.

The intention of this international evidence review was to provide new information for those public and private sector
stakeholders engaged in the planning, design and development of high-rise residential buildings in the UK, while
also creating an evidence-based platform for future, practice-focused research on this housing phenomenon. The
evidence review makes the following concluding observations:
l

l

l

l

l
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There is very limited research on contemporary high-rise residential development in UK cities. With some notable
exceptions, there is limited up-to-date research on how high-rise residential development has emerged in London
and even less on how these trends are shaping places outside the capital.
The international evidence on high-rise residential development is geographically restricted to a relatively small
number of cities in Minority World countries. Research on cities facing new or different challenges with high-rise
residential development, such as the UK, alongside research on cities in the Majority World, should be prioritised.
Contemporary high-rise residential development is increasingly driven by global flows of investment capital.
Finding ways to accurately capture and analyse this phenomenon remains a key area for future research.
A considerable body of research focuses on the legal frameworks that facilitate the development of high-rise
residential buildings. Research on the corresponding legal frameworks that govern ownership in UK high-rise
residential buildings is long overdue.
The existing evidence has a tendency to look at narrowly defined aspects of high-rise residential development
that reflect the research specialisms of the authors. An opportunity thus exits for cross-cutting research that
applies different theoretical approaches and analytical methods to examine the dynamics of high-rise residential
development in the round.

1. Introduction
The number of high-rise residential buildings either under construction or in the planning and development
pipeline in UK cities is rising. The boom in high-rise residential development is especially intense in London and
Manchester, where clusters of cranes assembling the luxury penthouses and high density living spaces of the future
are an everyday sight on the skyline. The ‘vertical urbanisation’ (Nethercote, 2018) of major UK cities is a dynamic
phenomenon driven, in part, by the powerful forces of global capital (Atkinson, 2019), but one that follows trends
that are already well-established in other global urban property hotspots like Hong Kong, New York, Sydney and
Vancouver (Graham, 2015) where ‘condominium’ or ‘strata’ ownership was introduction during the 1960s and 1970s
(see Section 3.2.1). These trends have gathered pace since the early 2000s in response to calls for dense ‘sustainable
development’ coupled with rapid migration to urban centres and the globalisation of the residential real estate
market (e.g. Chau et al., 2016; Chen, 2016; Lehavi, 2015; Pomery, 2011; Pow, 2017; Rosen and Walks, 2013).
The impacts of this vertical transformation in UK cities are still to be rigorously interrogated and fully understood, but
its scale and reach is undeniable. In London, the London Tall Buildings Survey, which provides a yearly snapshot of
high-rise developments over 20 storeys, recorded that 525 tall buildings were in the ‘development pipeline1’ during
2020 and 89 high-rise buildings were under construction2. It also recorded that 88% of the tall buildings built in
London during 2019 contain residential units (New London Architecture and Knight Frank, 2020). Before 2010, this
figure was just 14% (Craggs, 2018).
A similar story is unfolding in Manchester. The Guardian’s architecture critic, Oliver Wainwright, describes a city
apparently “drunk on its own success,” where “concrete liftshafts of future towers dot every corner” (2020, p. 1). This
observation is born out in the data. UrbInfo’s annual Manchester Tall Buildings Report 2020, which also records the
number of buildings over 20 storeys in the development pipeline, described 2019 as “a staggering year for tall
buildings in Manchester” (Urbinfo, 2020 p. 1).
Figure 1: A high-rise residential building under
construction at Nine Elms, London (2017)

In late 2020, a total of 108 tall buildings were currently in
the development pipeline in Manchester of which 33 were
announced in 2019 alone. This was an increase of 31% on
2018 – itself a record-breaking year (ibid.).
Following similar trend lines to London, 86% of the tall
buildings in Manchester’s development pipeline are
residential. With the second highest high-rise construction
rate in Europe, beaten only by London, Manchester’s
residential development boom was the recent focus of a
four-part BBC Two television documentary called ‘Manctopia’ (Minnow Films, 2020) and has been locally satirised as
‘Manc-hattan’ (Wainwright, 2020).

Beyond London and Manchester, the development of
high-rise residential buildings in the UK is more modest
but is nevertheless gathering pace, including in Leeds (Wainwright, 2020), Glasgow (Paterson, 2020), Bristol and even
Norwich (Moore, 2018). Notably, applications for high-rise residential buildings in Birmingham appear to be following
the trend lines established in London and Manchester most closely. Birmingham’s Chamber of Commerce recently
reported a rise in “…progressively taller high-rise planning applications to the city council” (Woolston, 2020, p. 1), with
15 projects over 25 storeys in the 2020 development pipeline.
Image credit: Paolo Pardiso

1 The term ‘development pipeline’ encompasses buildings/site proposals that are pre-application, in the early stages of planning or under construction.
2 According to the 2020 London Tall Buildings Survey, the number of high-rise buildings under construction in London is down 26% compared to 2019. This likely
reflects the impacts of Covid-19 restrictions on the construction industry. The number of planning applications for tall buildings nevertheless increased by 1.3%
compared to 2019 (New London Architecture and Knight Frank, 2020).
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The social, economic, environmental and political forces that are driving the development of high-rise residential
development differ from city to city (Nethercote, 2018) and, as such, the vertical expansion of cities has been
“neither linear nor uniform in its scale, its target neighbourhood types, nor in its design, which ranges from sublime
‘starchitect’-designed skyscrapers to generic tower blocks” (Nethercote, 2018, p. 658). Nevertheless, there are crucial
lessons to be drawn from research on cities that have experienced ‘vertical urbanisation’ and the socio-spatial
impacts, both positive and negative, that it generates (Webb and Webber, 2017). The significant densities achieved
through high-rise residential development can help increase the rate of housing supply, while also aiding the creation
of more walkable urban neighbourhoods where mixed use
Figure 2: Deansgate Square, Manchester
development can be easily sustained. Recent international
evidence suggests, however, that poorly planned and/or
badly designed high-rise housing can distort existing “social
relations, social boundaries and urban networks” (Rosen, 2016,
p. 1), accelerate the gentrification and privatisation of existing
neighbourhoods, and place considerable pressure on existing
public infrastructure and local services.
Closer to home, the long-term safety, security and
maintenance of high-rise buildings, as tragically demonstrated
by the Grenfell disaster, also raises urgent questions about
the resiliency of high-rise housing production and the need
for strong legislation and regulatory oversight of building
materials, repairs and long-term building management and
maintenance (MacLeod, 2018; McKenna et al. 2019). The 2020
Image credit: Sam Foster
Covid-19 pandemic leads to important questions about how
cities should plan and design for density and high-rise living
when social contact is necessarily restricted as an emergency measure (Scott, 2020).

1.1. Review aim: an international evidence review
The lack of an evidence base on high-rise residential development in the UK was identified in the early 2000s
following the release of the influential Towards an Urban Renaissance report and its recommendations for more
compact development in UK cities (Baxter 2005). Despite the rapid development of high-rise residential buildings
in UK cities in recent years and plans for many more in London, Manchester and beyond, there remains a paucity of
evidence from UK sources on the long term socio-spatial implications of this building typology and, therefore, much
to learn from research conducted in other cities around the world. In this review we therefore develop an international
evidence base on how high-rise residential buildings are planned, designed and maintained, what economic and
institutional factors are driving their development, and what long-term social, economic and environmental impacts
result from high-rise residential buildings.
Our explicit focus in this international evidence review is research on high-rise buildings that contain residential units
for private sale or rent. This is currently the dominant typology of high-rise residential buildings being built in London,
Manchester and some other UK cities and is distinct from earlier experiences of high-rise residential development in
the UK some decades ago, when high-rise housing was almost exclusively delivered by the state as social housing.
As we explain and justify further in Section 2, we limited our review of the evidence to scholarly articles (academic
journal articles and indexed book chapters) published between 2000 and 2019 and thus excluded academic books3,
grey literature (e.g. reports, non-peer reviewed articles, policy briefs, etc.) and planning policy and guidance. Our hope
is that the findings from this international review of the evidence will provide an evidence-based foundation for future
research on this urban housing, planning and real estate phenomenon and, at the same time, be instructive to public
and private sector stakeholders engaged in the planning, design and development of high-rise residential buildings in
the UK.
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1.2. Review objectives
We established the following four objectives to guide our review:
1. The planning and design of residential high-rise buildings: To identify existing research on the design methodologies
and planning policies that are driving and regulating high-rise housing development in cities around the world,
with a focus on the politics of planning for high-rise buildings, planning and design regulation, the visual impact
of high-rise buildings, internal space standards and international best practices.
2. Finance, investment and the marketing of residential high-rise buildings: To understand the ‘financialisation’ of housing
through high-rise development, with a focus on political economy, investment strategies, price determinants and
branding techniques used to sell high-rise residential developments.
3. The impacts of high-rise residential buildings on cities and neighbourhoods: To collate and analyse existing evidence
on the socio-spatial impacts of high-rise residential development, with a focus on demographics, owners and
renters, the rules and regulations governing life in a high-rise building, gender and lived experience, and wider
neighbourhood effects.
4. Managing and maintaining high-rise residential buildings: To reflect upon the regulation, care, upkeep and resiliency
of this housing typology, with a focus on building management, collective action, funding arrangements for
maintenance, as well as wider reflections on the long-term resilience of high-rise residential buildings and
neighbourhoods, the power high-rise developers retain after completing a development, and the potential role of
future legislative change to regulate high-rise residential development in the future.

1.3. Review structure
We follow this introductory section with a statement on our evidence review methodology (Section 2), before
describing the field of study (Section 3). We then present the evidence collected across the four thematic areas set
out in the research objectives above (Section 4). We end the review with a short concluding statement and a series
of reflections on areas for future research relevant to the development of high-rise residential development in the UK
(Section 5).

3 There are a number of academic books on high-rise residential buildings that are relevant to the topics explored in this evidence review. Although we do not
include books in the review, we have provided a bibliography of those books that we deemed especially relevant (see Appendix 1: Bibliography of relevant books).
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2. Method
In this section, we set out the method we used to conduct our international review of the evidence, beginning with
an explanation of the systematic review methodology we employed, followed by a detailed description of the review
process we used to source, sort and conduct the evidence review, and ending with a statement on the limitations of
our work.

2.1. Systematic review and review guidance approach
We employed a systematic evidence review methodology in this study using the precepts of ‘literature mapping’
developed by the UK Collaborative Centre for Housing Evidence (CaCHE) (see: Serin, 2018a, 2018b; Soaita, 2018a,
2018b; Soaita et al., 2020). To ensure that an evidence review is both robust and transparent, a ‘review guidance
document’, developed according to previous literature mapping exercises, is created. A review guidance document
allows multidisciplinary research teams to establish an agreed protocol for completing a systematic review of the
evidence on any given topic. The key components of a review guidance document are:
1. Key information about the review, including its scope (e.g. research aim, questions and objectives);
2. Phases in the review process;
3. Sources to be reviewed (e.g. academic indices and journals);
4. Keywords and queries to be run on agreed databases to identify sources;
5. Inclusion and exclusion criteria to be applied when selecting sources;
6. Quality criteria for the appraisal of sources (e.g. evidence of rigour, peer review, etc.), and;
7. A work plan.

2.2. Review guidance for the study of high-rise residential
development
For this review of the evidence, the research team comprised the two authors. In our initial meetings we debated
and discussed the scope of the review, agreeing that we should (a) collect international evidence relevant to the
current high-residential development boom occurring in major UK cities, and (b) that the evidence should focus
on the planning, design, development and impacts of high-rise residential buildings developed principally for the
private residential real estate market. These initial decisions became the basis of the study aims and objectives set
out in Section 1.1 and 1.2 respectively, and informed the framework of our review guidance document (available in
Appendix 2: Review guidance).
We decided to conduct the evidence review using two widely used academic indices, Scopus and Web of Science.
This decision was based on the results of the aforementioned CaCHE literature mapping exercise, which found that,
together, these indices cover most published academic material (Serin, 2018a). We also agreed on a master list of
academic journals using evidence from two mapping exercises conducted by CaCHE on ‘placemaking’ (Serin, 2018a)
and ‘housing supply’ (Serin, 2018b), supplemented by our own expertise and knowledge of the field of study (see
Appendix 2: Review guidance). At this early stage, we also decided to largely limit our study to scholarly articles
(academic journal articles and indexed book chapters) to ensure, first, that we benefited from collecting evidence
that had been independently peer reviewed and, second, because a wider review of grey literature, books and other
sources would be extremely time consuming and beyond the capacity of the two authors. As a compromise, we
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agreed to flag scholarly books that were relevant to the evidence review aims and objectives as we searched the data.
Although these sources were not used to write the evidence review, we have provided a list of books in Appendix 1:
Bibliography of relevant books for future reference.
The next step was to determine what keywords/queries would be inputted into the academic indices and journal
homepages to identify relevant scholarly articles (i.e. journal articles and book chapters), and then to establish what
inclusion and exclusion criteria would be used to filter the ones we would ultimately report on. The keywords, queries
and the inclusion-exclusion criteria were based on the objectives established in Section 1.2. which focus on four
thematic areas identified using our extant knowledge of the field and the advice of our project advisory group (see
Section 2.1 for further details on our project advisory group):
l

Evidence on the planning and design of high-rise residential development.

l

Evidence on finance, investment and the marketing of high-rise residential development.

l

Evidence on the impacts of high-rise residential buildings on cities and neighbourhoods.

l

Evidence on managing and maintaining high-rise residential buildings.

The research objectives guided how we chose the keywords for the evidence review. The queries we ran were
formed by combining the keywords we had identified. This ensured that the scope of the evidence review was as
broad as possible while at the same time keeping the number of returns manageable. We filtered out irrelevant
publications (e.g. those about social housing or commercial developments) manually by checking abstracts and fulltexts during our phased filtering process. The four-phase inclusion and exclusion process we employed is described
in the following section and illustrated in Table 1. As part of the process of devising the review criteria, we also
agreed to focus on research published from 2000 onwards. This decision reflects the fact that we were interested
in understanding a contemporary phenomenon that, broadly speaking, began to emerge around the time of the
millennium but really accelerated in the decade after the 2007-2008 Financial Crisis (Nethercote, 2018; ZielinskaDabkowska and Xavia, 2019).
After establishing the key criteria for the review, we developed a means of appraising the quality of the papers we
would source, filter and use in the evidence review. To do this we reused a quality appraisal checklist developed for
an earlier CaCHE evidence review, How does the land supply system affect the business of UK speculative housebuilding?
(Payne et al., 2019). This approach provides the reviewer with a matrix to assess the quality of the publication (high,
medium or low) against a three-stage criteria (see Appendix 2: Review guidance).
The final step in the review guidance design process was to agree a series of data extraction categories that we
would use to pull key findings and quotations from individual journal articles (see Appendix 2: Review guidance for a
comprehensive list of the categories). These reflect the scope of the evidence review objectives previously discussed
(see Section 1.2).

2.3. The review phases
After finalising our review guidance document in early 2019, we moved forward with reviewing the evidence in four
distinct phases. The total number of sources identified and filtered during the phased review process are recorded in
Table 1. We conducted the review during 2019 and 2020. The cut-off date for the publications included in the review
was February 2019.
Phase 1: We reviewed the two academic indices (Scopus and Web of Science) by running queries on the titles,
abstracts, and keywords of the articles and book chapters in the databases. Applying our Phase 1 inclusion-exclusion
criteria to the articles and book chapters that were returned, we then filtered the results and created a core evidence
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database, before conducting a similar keyword search process against the list of relevant academic journals we
had identified in the review guidance (see Appendix 2: Review guidance). Again, we applied our Phase 1 inclusionexclusion criteria to filter the returned articles, adding those that met the inclusion criteria to the database and
removing any duplicates. The aim of the Phase 1 inclusion-exclusion criteria was to include sources that directly
engaged with the topic of market-orientated high-rise residential development and to exclude sources exclusively
about social housing high-rise developments or commercial high-rises.
Phase 2: We read the full text of the journal articles identified during Phase 1 against our quality appraisal checklist and
inclusion-exclusion criteria and applied our Phase 2 inclusion-exclusion criteria on this initial set of papers to filter out
irrelevant ones.
According to the quality appraisal checklist, in the first stage we assessed the research quality of each paper overall by
examining the transparency and rigour of reporting. We did this by evaluating whether the aims, objectives, rationale
and the context of the study each paper contained were clearly reported and if the methodology was transparent
(i.e. was the paper explicit about the methods used, including the benefits and limitations of the approach, sample
size, sample selection, etc). We also checked whether the research design was sufficiently rigorous given the aims and
objectives and methods, and whether the findings were clearly linked to the purpose of study. In the second stage,
we conducted a quality appraisal using different assessment criteria for quantitative, qualitative and mixed method
research (see Appendix 2: Review guidance for further information). As part of stages one and two, we marked our
assessments as ‘high’, ‘medium’, ‘low’ or ‘poor (to exclude)’ for each assessment criterion and them, at stage three,
we combined these scores to decide an overall mark for the quality of the paper. We decided whether to include or
exclude particular papers on the basis of these appraisals.
The aim of this round of inclusion-exclusion criteria was to include studies that directly engaged with our research
objectives, and to exclude studies that were (a) exclusively about commercial high-rise development and which were
not excluded in Phase 1 because their scope were not specified in the abstracts, (b) exclusively about social housing
and also not identified in the paper abstracts, and (c) technical or engineering-based studies and those based
solely on high-rise building design (e.g. architectural engineering, BIM, technologies used in high-rise design and
construction). After this filtering was complete, the relevant evidence from each of the remaining papers extracted
for analysis. The extraction process was guided by the data extraction categories that we had drawn from our project
objectives. This task was shared between the two authors.
Phase 3: While reviewing the full texts, we identified a small number of additional articles that were relevant to the
evidence review. These included articles that were cited in the material we had sourced, new articles from 2019
and 2020 that were not published when we conducted the first and second phases of the review process, as well as
additional articles that the authors were aware of but had not been identified in Phase 1 or 2. It is important to note
that this additional set of papers does not comprise an exhaustive list of published research on our study topic after
the cut-off date.
Phase 4: In this final phase of the review process we synthesised the data and wrote up the findings; these are
presented in Sections 3 and 4.
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Table 1: The number of returns and articles included in the evidence review
Review phase

Returns, search media and filtering phases

Explanation

2,237 (Scopus)
1,200 (Web of Science)
3,701 (from selected journals)

Total number of returns from Scopus,
Web of Science, and selected 12 journals.
These were returned by running the search
query stated in the review guidance (see
Appendix 2).

104

Journal articles and book chapters
remaining after applying the inclusionexclusion criteria to the abstracts.

Phase 2

73

Journal articles and chapters remaining
after applying the inclusion-exclusion
criteria and quality appraisal check to the
full text of the journal articles filtered in
Phase 1.

Phase 3

14

Additional journal articles identified and
added during review process that met
inclusion-exclusion criteria.

87

The final database of journal articles and
chapters included in the evidence review.
These publications are indicated with a star
(*) in the reference list.

Phase 1

Phase 4

2.4. Role of the project advisory group
We consulted with a project advisory group on the design and conduct of the evidence review at three key
moments. This group included nine senior professionals who, together, brought a wide range of academic, industry
and government expertise on high-rise residential development to the project. We held an initial meeting with
the advisory group in October 2018, where we presented the rationale for the review and sought feedback on the
general scope. This helped us confirm the project objectives (see Section 1.2). A few months later, in December 2018,
we shared a draft of our review guidance document over email and sought feedback on the inclusion-exclusion
criteria and the keywords/queries we planned to use to source journal articles. This resulted in numerous helpful
suggestions and ensured that we had the necessary keywords/queries to capture similar evidence from a wide range
of international sources (as we discuss further in Section 3, different words and phrases are used in different countries/
cities to describe high-rise residential development and its impacts). We sought the advice of the project advisory
group for a final time in December 2020, when we asked them to comment on the draft text of the evidence review.
Again, the advisory group offered various constructive comments which ensured that the key messages we wanted to
distil were stated clearly and accurately.
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2.5. Limitations
As with any study there were limitations in our method. The biggest challenge we faced was filtering the very large
number of journal articles down to a final database that reflected the varied nature of the field of study. While we are
likely to have missed or excluded some articles that readers might consider relevant, we are confident that the four
phase review process and the supporting advice of our project advisory group ensures a broad and robust coverage
of the evidence.
We are equally aware that restricting the review to scholarly articles risks ignoring important contributions to the
field of study in books and grey literature. As explained earlier in this section, we did not incorporate books or grey
literature into the review due to time constraints and the challenges associated with assessing the quality of non-peer
reviewed research. Grey literature, by definition, includes mainly non-peer reviewed studies and an appraisal of their
quality is of utmost importance when including them in an evidence review. We have, as previously noted, provided
a bibliography of relevant books for further reading (see Appendix 1: Bibliography of relevant books). We also noted
earlier in this section that we limited the review to research conducted after 2000 because, broadly speaking, this
reflected the timespan of the high-rise residential development phenomenon we were interested in studying.
Nevertheless, we are aware that this cut-off date means we have not included historical research on the phenomenon
of high-rise residential development in cities.
A further limitation of this study was language of publication. The review is based on literature published in English
only. Although one could argue that English acts as the lingua franca of our time and many international academic
journals publish studies in English, we do acknowledge that this is a limitation of an evidence review with an
international focus. We acknowledge this may result in our evidence review not fully covering case studies from the
Majority World, where there are numerable examples of market-driven high-rise residential development.
Finally, the review process did take longer than we originally anticipated. This was simply the result of other calls on
the authors’ time. We made every effort to address this delay by ensuring that any relevant journal articles that were
published after Phase 1 of our review process was completed were included in Phase 3 (see Table 1), although it was
not possible to do this exhaustively since this would have required us re-running all of the filtering phases multiple
times.
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3. The field of study
In this section, we identify and describe the varied definitions that are used to describe high-rise residential
development in different countries and jurisdictions. We then consider the theoretical perspectives that are adopted
in the literature to research and interrogate the topic of high-rise residential development, the disciplines that make
high-rise residential buildings their focus, and the methods employed in existing research. The information presented
in this section of the report is drawn from the sources we examined for the wider evidence review that follows in
Section 4.

3.1. What is a high-rise residential building?
We have chosen to use the term ‘high-rise’ in this evidence review to encompass and describe buildings that are
also known as ‘skyscrapers’ or simply ‘tall buildings’. Height tends to be the common denominator of a high-rise
building but the point at which a low- or medium-rise building becomes ‘high-rise’ is less clear. Some, such as the
Dutch researchers Nijhuis and Van der Hoven (2018), define buildings that are more than 50 metres tall ‘high-rise’,
while others base their calculation on the number of storeys. For example, a study in Australia that we examined
determined that buildings over 4 storeys were ‘high-rise’ (Nethercote, 2019)! The tall building studies of London and
Manchester mentioned in Section 1 define ‘tall buildings’ as 20+ storeys tall (New London Architecture and Knight
Frank, 2020; Urbinfo, 2020), while one study we reviewed on high-rise development in Hong Kong classified 10 storey
buildings as ‘low rise’ (Wong et al., 2011). These differing definitions suggest that the physical height of a building
matters less than the particularities of a building in its context. Arguably, this explains why there is no universal
definition of a high-rise building and, as Agrawal (2016) explains, why the International Council on Tall Buildings
and Urban Habitat defines a tall building as one that “…significantly exceeds the general building heights of its
surroundings” (p. 257). A similar definition is set out in Historic England’s Advice Note 4 on tall buildings:
What might be considered a tall building will vary according to the nature of the local area. A ten-storey
building in a mainly two-storey neighbourhood will be thought of as a tall building by those affected,
whereas in the centre of a large city it may not (Historic England 2015, p. 2).
When we commenced this international evidence review we assumed that buildings with 10+ storeys were classed
as high-rise, however, the aforementioned evidence shows just how contingent the definition of high-rise can be
depending on the context. With this in mind, we approached the reviewed studies with caution and evaluated
their definitions for high-rise by considering the context of the studies and by cross-checking them with the rest
of the evidence (i.e. the context of a high-rise building in Hong Kong, where there are many hundreds of high-rise
buildings in a dense urban area, is very different to a high-rise building in a historic European city with predominately
low-rise buildings). An important point to make regarding this evidence review is that we have not used ‘high-rise’
interchangeably with terms such as ‘condominium ownership’ or ‘multiple ownership’ as occurs in some if the studies
we reviewed.

3.2. Terminology used to describe high-rise residential
development
In this review our primary focus is what we have termed ‘high-rise residential development’ or ‘high-rise residential
buildings’ (we use these terms interchangeably depending on the context). We were particularly interested in
collecting evidence on the type of high-rise residential buildings delivered by private real estate developers for sale or
rent on the open market which, as we established in Section 1, are currently being developed in large UK cities at an
increasing rate (New London Architecture and Knight Frank, 2020; Urbinfo, 2020). As this is a relatively recent national
phenomenon, our review of the evidence is necessarily international in scale. The challenge this presents is that
different terminology and definitions are used to describe high-rise residential buildings that, in many respects, share
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similar characteristics in terms of their form and external appearance, their planning and internal governance, and
the impacts they have on urban neighbourhoods. For the purpose of clarity and to aid the reading of Section 4, we
provide a concise summary of these various definitions and how they are used in different contexts below.
3.2.1. Defining multi-owned property ownership
High-rise residential buildings in private ownership are called ‘condominiums’ in many countries and jurisdictions
(Lehavi, 2015). ‘Condominium’ nomenclature is widely used to denote high-rise buildings developed by real
estate developers for private sale. Residents of condominium buildings also very often refer to their homes by the
abbreviation ‘condo’. While the word condominium is used in common parlance to describe a physical building or
apartment unit (Lippert and Steckle, 2016), it is first and foremost a “legal innovation in land tenure” (Rosen, 2017, p.
607) that describes space “detached from the ground and defined, purchased, and sold vertically into units that are
individually owned” (ibid.) but where the owners collectively share ownership of the building.
The concept of condominium ownership, as we understand it today, was first proposed in 1929 by a lawyer in the
United States who “speculated about the possibility of owning ‘castles in the air many stories above the streets,’ and
whether it was possible to own space as opposed to owning land” (quoted in Bennett, 2010, p. 253). The first known
condominium law was placed on the statute books in Puerto Rico in 1951 (Bennett, 2010; Grassmick, 2002). Called
the ‘Horizontal Property Act,’ it provided a “statutory method of subdividing the space occupied by a building into
horizontal strata or layers” (Bennett, 2010, pp. 253–254). The Act became the model for condominium enabling
legislation across the United States, and in many other countries, from the early 1960s onwards (Bennett, 2010; Harris,
2011; Lehavi, 2015).
The terminology used to describe condominiums
Figure 3: A high-rise residential condominium building,
differs between jurisdictions, but the legal definitions Toronto, Canada
are broadly the same. ‘Condominium’ is used across
North America (Bennett, 2010; Harris, 2011; Rosen and
Walks, 2015), in many European countries (Van der
Merwe, 2015, p. 130), as well as in China (Chen, 2010;
Lehavi, 2015) and Japan (Ronald and Hirayama, 2006;
Yamazaki and Sadayuki, 2017). In Australia, Singapore,
and the Canadian province of British Columbia, the
legal term used is ‘strata title’ (Dredge and Coiacetto,
2011; Harries, 2008, Pow, 2017), in New Zealand it is ‘unit
title’, in France ‘copropriété’ (Reid et al., 2017), and in
South Africa, ‘sectional title’ (Lei and Van der Merwe,
2009). In our review of the evidence, we also found
Image credit: James White
that researchers often used the less legally-specific
term ‘multi-owned housing’ or MoH to describe
buildings with multiple owners and shared common
areas (e.g. Altmann and Gabriel, 2018; Ariff and Rima, 2018; Arkcoll et al., 2013; Easthope and Randolph, 2016; Lau et al.,
2005; Reid et al., 2017; Yau, 2011), although this term can also be used to describe buildings with different ownership
arrangements such as cooperative housing (Bright and Bettini, 2019).
The principal way that condominium title, strata title, unit title, etc., differs from traditional home ownership
is its three-dimensionality (Chen, 2016; Van der Merwe, 2015). According to Chen (2016), the three elements of
condominium ownership are: “(1) individual ownership of an apartment, (2) joint ownership of the common areas,
and (3) membership in an owners’ association” (p. 1). Elements (1) and (2) by extension typically cover ownership
of the land upon which the building is constructed. Condominium owners are therefore members of a ‘private
government’ (Harris, 2011) who must legally participate, to a greater or lesser degree, in community life (Chen, 2016).
This shared responsibility is typically organised via a governing board known variously as a ‘condo board’ (e.g. Canada),
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‘homeowner association’ (e.g. USA), ‘body corporate’ (e.g. Australia) or ‘management corporation’ (e.g. Singapore)
(Dredge and Coiacetto, 2011; Lippert and Steckle, 2016; Pow, 2017). It tends to be a legal requirement that a defined
number of unit owners sit on the governing board, with board membership decided by an election held every few
years that all unit owners are invited to participate in.
3.2.2. Defining multi-owned property ownership in the UK
Until very recently there was not a legal equivalent to condominium or strata title on the statue books in any of
the UK’s devolved nations. In England and Wales, the historic, and often complex, system of ‘leasehold ownership’
prevails. It addresses “…horizontal subdivision through long-term leases (usually 99 years or longer)” and “…[i]n such
an arrangement, the apartment ‘owner’ (leaseholder) leases their unit from a landowner (freeholder)” (Easthope et
al., 2020, p. 102463). The practical reality, however, is that leasehold is largely viewed as being equivalent to freehold
(ibid.). In 2002, the Commonhold and Leasehold Reform Act 2002 was introduced in England and Wales to make the
system of vertical ownership fairer and more straightforward than leasehold where, legally, the leaseholder’s rights
are subordinate to that of the freeholder’s (Van der Merwe, 2015). Commonhold creates a legal entity very similar to
condominium or strata title, as it “confers a freehold on each owner of a particular unit,” and creates a “commonhold
association (consisting of all the unit owners as members)” (Van der Merwe, 2015, p. 131). In this arrangement, the
collective commonholders own “the common facilities and common parts of the building on the basis of one share
per unit” (ibid.). Smith (2011) argues that there is “no reason why commonhold should not become an established part
of the English property landscape, because condominium can be popular” (p. 97). In many respects, commonhold
provides a similar tenurial framework to three-dimensional condominium ownership, especially the creation of a
commonhold association. Yet, very few high-rise residential buildings have yet to be constituted as commonhold
properties (Van der Merwe, 2015). There is currently scant evidence in the literature about why this is the case,
although Smith (2011) does identify some problems with the legislation. These include the legal protections afforded
to members of the commonhold associations, a lack of mechanisms to protect against owners defaulting on
maintenance payments, and issues with the way in which the rules for renting out units in a commonhold property
are currently framed.
In Scotland, there is a different system altogether that comes closer to but is nevertheless distinct from condominium
tenure. The long-standing tradition of building mid-rise tenemental housing in Scottish cities means that ‘vertical’
home ownership is very common (Robertson, 2010). Changes to an antiqued system of feudal ownership were
replaced in the early 2000s by the Tenements (Scotland) Act 2004, which is also supported by a history of common law
decisions on individual and shared property ownership. In effect, this legal framework gives Scottish homeowners
living in multi-owned buildings with “two or more related flats” (Consumer Focus Scotland 2009, p. 3), including highrise residential buildings, the equivalent to an English and Welsh ‘freehold’ and is simply called ‘ownership’ (Weatherall
et al., 2018). Individual units/flats are therefore owned by the owner, while common parts are collectively owned by all
the building owners under ‘common ownership’. Building management is typically contracted out to management
companies called ‘factors,’ although some buildings will choose to ‘self-factor’ without the support of a management
company. There is no requirement for residents living in multi-owned housing in Scotland to form an equivalent
governance organisation like a ‘condo board’ as found in ‘three-dimensional’ condominium tenure (see e.g. Chen,
2016; Van der Merwe, 2015).
Across the UK there is also a trend towards high-rise residential development in the emerging ‘build to rent’ sector,
particularly in London (Brill and Durrant, 2020) and Manchester (e.g. the 44 storey West Tower at Deansgate Square)
but also in other large cities, including Glasgow and Leeds. Similar to ‘multi-family’ rental buildings in North America
(Nethercote, 2020), build to rent is defined in England’s National Planning Policy Framework as “[p]urpose built housing
that is typically 100% rented out” offering “longer tenancy agreements” in “professionally managed” buildings in
“single ownership” (p. 65). This type of high-rise housing provision is therefore fundamentally different to multi-owned
high-rise residential development (i.e. condominium-type housing) in terms of property ownership and building
management, but is nevertheless a growing real estate sector in the UK, having received significant government
subsidies in recent years, including via a Build to Rent Fund. In England, the government has also allowed offices to
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be converted into build to rent housing without planning permission – a decision that has drawn some concern from
researchers (see, for example: Clifford et al., 2018).
The growing number of high-rise residential buildings recently completed or under construction in UK cities, the
complexity and opacity surrounding the legal status of multi-owned building arrangements in the UK, and the
emergence of build to rent as a new form of high-rise tenure were the key motivations for this evidence review, and
its international reach.

3.3. Theoretical perspectives on high-rise residential buildings
Figure 4: 19th and 21st century tenements and a 20th century high-rise
housing block, Glasgow

Image credit: James White

In our review of the evidence, we found
that numerous different theoretical
perspectives are adopted by researchers
from various disciplines. At the same time,
we found that a large number of studies
do not adopt or interrogate an explicit
theory but nevertheless focus on critical
challenges associated with high-rise
residential buildings, including: liveability
and residents’ experiences (e.g. Costello,
2005; Du et al., 2017; Fisher and McPhail,
2014; Fullagar et al., 2013; Ornstein et al.,
2011); the roles and priorities of high-rise
developers (e.g. Fincher, 2007); high-rise
urban form and neighbourhood design
(e.g. La Grange, 2014; Oruç et al., 2017);
and, the influence of globalisation (e.g.
Atkinson, 2019; Graham, 2015).

Some of the articles we identified deploy particular theories to explore specific challenges and issues associated with
high-rise residential development, including: assemblage theory (Dovey and Symons, 2014); feminist and gender
theory (Fincher, 2004; Kern, 2010, 2007; Reid et al., 2017); housing mobility theory (Yip et al., 2009, p. 759); theories of
the developmental state (Sorensen et al., 2010); and, various aspects of neoclassical economic theory (Chan et al.,
2002; Choi et al., 2012; Khiew and Lee, 2019; Wong et al., 2011).
Among those research papers that are underpinned by particular theories, we identified those that adopt a normative
perspective on the value of high-rise buildings (Al-Kodmany, 2013), test novel design theory (Wong, 2010), or use
widely accepted ‘post-modern’ theories of urban design and townscape to analyse the spatial qualities of high-rise
residential development (Macdonald, 2005; Tavernor and Gassner, 2010). We also identified numerous studies that take
a more critical stance, going beyond design to engage with what Troy (2018) calls the “power relations entrenched in
landscape developed under the guise of design-led urbanism” (p. 1333). Neo-Marxist theories of urban neoliberalism,
stemming from the work of social theorists like Henri Lefebvre and David Harvey, were therefore prevalent in various
different papers and are used to explore how globalisation, market-orientated planning policymaking, profit-driven
development, and the privatisation of housing provision and the public realm shape the form and location of highrise residential development and cause numerous socio-economic challenges, including housing price inflation and
inner-city gentrification (e.g. Craggs, 2018; Lee, 2018; Lehrer et al., 2010; Lehrer and Wieditz, 2009; Nethercote, 2019;
Rosen and Walks, 2015, 2013; Troy, 2018).
Some of the evidence we reviewed also develops new theories of high-rise residential development, casting it as a
physical manifestation of urban neoliberalism. These works include Nethercote’s (2018) ‘vertical urbanisation’ – “the
physical phenomenon of taller, denser, more diverse skylines” (p. 658), and Rosen and Walk’s (2013) ‘condo-ism’ – a
transformative process of deepening neoliberalism that is altering the physical urban landscape through high-rise
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residential development and reshaping housing tenure and privatising its supply. Others frame the study of highrise residential development through the lens of Pierre Bourdieu’s notion of ‘symbolic capital,’ noting that high-rise
buildings often have potent symbolic value (Al-Kodmany, 2013; Appert and Montes, 2015; Charney, 2007) and, for
urban political leaders, the symbolism of tall and often ‘spectacular’ architecture can lead to the positive “exposure of
their cities” (Charney, 2007, p. 196).
A number of the research papers we reviewed focus on the internal governance of high-rise residential buildings and
‘collective action’ (e.g. Yamazaki and Sadayuki, 2017). Some use Foucauldian theories of power and governmentality
to critically explore the challenges associated with collective action within a condominium or strata title high-rise
residential building (Lippert and Steckle, 2016; Lippert and Treffers, 2016; Reid et al., 2017). For example, Lippert and
Steckle (2016) use this theoretical framing to argue that the concept of ‘condo-ism’ (Rosen and Walks, 2013) does
not extend far enough into the lifeworld of the condominium and propose ‘condo-isation’ as a term that more fully
interrogates the “…legal and social relationship among many constituents constituted by this process rather than only
a physical edifice and/or the apparent end point of ‘new build’ condo development” (p. 145). In this theoretical arena,
various other papers explore different sub-themes of collective action, in particular the challenges associated with
group size (Yamazaki and Sadayuki, 2017, p. 496), mutual benefits and common action (Arkcoll et al., 2013; Lehavi, 2015;
Yau, 2011), and rights and responsibilities (Chen, 2016).
Similarly, Easthope and Randolph (2016) deploy ‘split incentive’ theory to explore the contrasting motivations of
building developers and building operators, which can lead to ‘principal-agent’ problems occurring because “the
principal [developer] and agent [residents] have different interests, as well as different amounts of information” (p.
1834). For Webb and Webber (2017), the collective action challenges associated with high-rise residential development
are something to be examined over the long-term lifecycle of a high-rise building or neighbourhood, and can be
conceptualised as a potential ‘tragedy of the anti-commons’ – a concept we discuss further in Section 4.4.4.

3.4. Disciplines that focus on high-rise residential buildings
Scholarly research on high-rise residential buildings is wide-ranging and addresses numerous diverse topics,
including (but not limited too): globalisation; sustainability; urban governance; planning; policymaking; urban
design; architecture; construction and building technology; neighbourhood change; everyday life; and, gendered
experiences. The approaches to studying high-rise residential buildings are similarly diverse and wide-ranging,
originating in various disciplines, including: sociology; urban studies; geography; planning; real estate; public policy;
architecture; engineering; and, law. Some studies are written from the perspective of a particular discipline, but
nevertheless contribute to wider debates across a fluid field of study. While we anticipated finding evidence on highrise residential development in certain disciplines (e.g. urban studies, planning, architecture and geography, etc.), the
analysis also showed emerging niche areas of study in other disciplines, including law.
The evidence base we reviewed includes a substantial number of interdisciplinary papers that cross disciplinary
boundaries. This is particularly the case with studies that engage with complex topics, such as the everyday
experiences of high-rise building residents and the long-term impacts of high-rise residential development on
neighbourhood change. For example, Kern’s study on “re-contouring of gendered boundaries of public and private
urban life” (2007, p. 657) engages with debates around neoliberal urbanisation, new build gentrification and personal
everyday experiences of women living in high-rise condominiums in Toronto, Canada.
Overall, our analysis of the disciplines that engage in research on high-rise residential development shows the
evidence base to be inherently multi- and inter-disciplinary, spanning studies that investigate macro (e.g. the global
financialisaton of housing, governing legislation, etc.), meso (e.g. planning and urban design) and micro (e.g. everyday
experience of the residents, adaptation of units within a building, etc.) aspects of the field of study and engaging with
variegated research topics, including capital, policy, design, and human experience.
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3.5. Methods employed in existing research on high-rise residential
buildings
Our review of the evidence found that international research on high-rise residential developments employs a
number of research methods that mostly triangulate or combine different data collection and analytical tools. The
most frequently used method we identified was qualitative interviewing. One third of the publications we reviewed
use interviews as a primary data collection tool. Some of the other methods used in the evidence base include:
direct observations, policy analysis, discourse analysis, analysis of images, questionnaire surveys, spatial analysis, and
econometric models and analysis.
Most of the studies we reviewed are based on primary data, however, many studies combine primary data with
secondary data analysis. Triangulating findings from primary data analysis, for example from qualitative interviews,
with other methods or adopting a ‘mixed method’ strategy is common in the social sciences. In this field of study,
however, this rich and diverse palette of research also reflects the multi-faceted nature of the topics that research
engages with to understand the dynamics of high-rise residential developments. To illustrate this point, a 2015 study
by Rosen and Walks (2015) on condominium development in Toronto uses both primary data collected via interviews
and extensive secondary data analysis, including of condominium inventories, market surveys, and statistics from the
Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation. We also identified some studies that are only based on the secondary
analysis of existing data. For example, Khiew and Lee’s (2019) study is based on a data set from the Singapore Urban
and Redevelopment Authority, which was used to analyse transactions in the condominium resale market.
Our review of the evidence found, furthermore, that many studies engage with a variety of actors and stakeholders
involved in planning and producing high-rise residential developments, including: residents, developers, property
owners, policymakers, management board members, and various experts such as planners, architects, real estate
agents, marketing representatives, lawyers, accountants, and property managers. Among these sample groups, we
did nevertheless find that the evidence base largely misses the voices of people living in neighbourhoods impacted
by high-rise residential development. This is a substantial gap in the literature and further research that evaluates the
impact of high-rise residential developments on existing neighbourhoods and urban life is undoubtedly needed; it
remains a ‘blind spot’ in this review of the evidence.
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4. Review of the evidence
In this main section of the report we present the primary evidence from our systematic review of the literature. The
review is presented across four themes that broadly reflect the four project objectives, as follows: first, we report
evidence on the planning and design of high-rise residential buildings (Section 4.1). Second, we consider the
evidence on finance, investment and the marketing of residential buildings (Section 4.2). Third, we report evidence
on the impacts of high-rise residential buildings on cities and neighbourhoods (Section 4.3). And fourth, we consider
evidence on managing and maintaining high-rise residential buildings (Section 4.4).

4.1. The planning and design of high-rise residential development
High-rise buildings, argues Al-Kodmany (2013), “shape the identity of cities and the urban landscape, extend the scale
of cities, and change the panoramic view of the urban skyline” (p. 27). It is not surprising, therefore, that a significant
body of international research on the regulatory context for high-rise residential development exists, with a particular
focus on how high-rise buildings and neighbourhoods are planned and designed. We identified five overlapping
themes on this topic: the politics of planning for high-rise buildings; regulating the form of high-rise residential
development; the visual impact of high-rise residential development; space standards in high-rise residential
buildings; and, the global mobility of ‘best practice’ in high-rise residential development. These are discussed in more
detail below.
4.1.1. Evidence on the politics of planning for high-rise buildings
Since the construction and design techniques for high-rise buildings emerged in Chicago during the late 19th
century, they have become the “most visible buildings in the urban landscape” (Al-Kodmany, 2013, p. 26). As powerful
forms of ‘symbolic capital’ high-rise buildings have captured the imagination of local political leaders and citizens
alike (Al-Kodmany, 2013; Appert and Montes, 2015). This relationship between “landscape and the politician,” argues
McNeill (2002), is “well established” (p. 331) and local politicians in cities around the world associate high-rise buildings
with economic prowess and political power, viewing tall buildings on the skyline as a means of attracting successful
businesses and individuals to their city. As a result, the visibility and image a high-rise building projects is often an
important factor when the cost of construction is weighed against its potential economic and social benefits (Appert
and Montes, 2015).
For some authors, the ‘symbolic capital’ of a high-rise residential building is most pronounced in global cities
like London, New York and Hong Kong where status in the global city rankings is often tied to “spectacular tall
buildings” (Charney, 2007, p. 196). Yet, the valorisation of high-rise development is also witnessed in other cities where
neoliberal political agendas have consumed urban
politics, transforming city building into a global
Figure 5: Hong Kong, perhaps the ultimate high-rise skyline
competition between cities. This, argues Troy (2018),
has diminished the willingness of local politicians
to “actively regulate urban outcomes,” allowing
speculative real estate investment and development
to “become more pronounced” (p. 1330). While, for
Charney (2007), it has created a convenient alignment
between property developers and local politicians:
“[p]roperty firms acknowledge the aura associated
with global architects in promoting developments,
political leaders likewise appreciate the instrumental
role of architecture as an expressive means of urban
re-imaging” (p. 195).
Image credit: Ronnie Chua
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In their study of the politics of high-rise buildings in London, Appert and Montes (2015) describe a “business-friendly
governance” (p. 4) landscape which highlights the collaboration between regulators and the powerful corporate
interests that promote and ultimately build high-rise buildings. Indeed, we found London to be a fertile ground for
research on the relationship between high-rise urban form and political power. A range of authors have explored the
particular role that the city’s first elected mayor, Ken Livingstone, played in fostering a high-rise commercial office
development boom during the early 2000s in the heart of the City of London (e.g. Appert and Montes, 2015; Charney,
2007; Harris, 2008; McNeill, 2002; Roberts, 2017). This has since opened the flood gates for high-rise development
across London, precipitating a decades-long high-rise boom that is now largely dominated by residential
development (New London Architecture and Knight Frank, 2020).
The early support that Livingstone, a socialist politician, gave to high-rise building proposals in London speaks to the
powerful alure of global city status and, by extension, the role that tall buildings can play in the making of global
cities. McNeill (2002) argues that Livingstone
drew his inspiration from mayors in other
big cities who had sought to “enhance their Figure 6: The City of London’s high-rise skyline
image through striking design” (p. 328) and
notes that Livingstone’s support for highrise building proposals in the early 2000s
won him support from London’s powerful
business community – typically a tough
crowd for a man widely known by the
moniker ‘Red Ken’. Charney (2007) contends
that Livingstone’s support for high-rise
buildings was partly about harnessing the
“artistic and aesthetic values associated with
iconic architecture and global architecture”
(p. 196) to cement London’s status as a
global city and, in so doing, “make such
developments acceptable and appreciable”
(ibid.). In this respect, Livingstone
Image Credit: Dade 72
successfully refocused a decades-long
debate about high-rise buildings in London. The ‘need’ for high-rise buildings was no longer questioned, and instead,
the argument was reframed around issues like “location, design merits and architectural qualities” (ibid.). This, Charney
argues, “defused deep-rooted antagonism and lasting perceptions” (ibid.) and, at times, even drew grudging support
from influential opponents of tall buildings, including English Heritage.
The evidence also shows that Livingstone’s rather surprising support for spectacular high-rise buildings in London,
considering his leftist political credentials, can equally be explained by the ‘planning gain’ or ‘land value capture’
that could be negotiated and extracted from high-rise developments in central London to fund much-needed
affordable housing and other public amenities throughout the city (Harris, 2008; McNeill, 2002), either through direct
building or in lieu cash payments. McNeill (2002) argues, for example, that “Livingstone has been very proactive in
negotiating with developers, particularly over the provision of affordable housing as a condition of support” (p. 329)
and, developers have therefore been able to use arguments around revitalisation, density and affordable housing to
justify taller buildings. This period stands in contrast to the time before Ken Livingstone’s mayoralty when arguments
against tall buildings tended to be “couched around a cherished historic ideal of the London landscape” (Harris, 2008,
pp. 295–296) promulgated by powerful voices, including The Prince of Wales. Yet, Roberts’ (2017) notes, in the ‘square
mile’ of the City of London, where many of the high-rise buildings that Livingstone approved are located, there has
been “no serious attempt to incorporate social housing” (pp. 163-164). This problem reflects the wider challenges
associated with planning gain and the effectiveness of ‘land value capture’ to address London’s housing crisis in the
midst of incredible flows of wealth and capital into the city (Atkinson 2019).
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Figure 7: High-rise residential development at Canary Wharf,
London

Fast forward a decade or so and London, and
other cities like it, have now firmly embraced
“super-tall residential towers as a de facto housing
policy” (Graham, 2015, p. 619). The political
acceptance of high-rise residential development
in existing urban areas is now often justified
on the basis of its ‘sustainability’ compared to
low- and medium-rise suburban development,
where existing services, amenities and public
transportation are less readily available (Graham,
2015; Tavernor, 2007). Widely referred to in the
literature as ‘urban intensification’ (Rosen, 2017),
policies that favour the ‘sustainable’ densification
of brownfield land in city centre locations
have combined with global ‘turbo capitalism’
Image Credit: Wei Huang
(Evans and Unsworth, 2012) and ever-improving
building technologies, including light weight
glass and steel curtain wall materials that allow tall and very all high-rise residential buildings to be built more
efficiently, to fuel the high-rise residential development in cities the world over.
There is a growing body of evidence on this topic from cities experiencing population growth in Canada (e.g. Lehrer
et al., 2010; Lehrer and Wieditz, 2009; Rosen, 2017, 2016, 2016; Rosen and Walks, 2015), Australia (Fincher, 2004; e.g.
Nethercote, 2019; Nethercote and Horne, 2016; Troy, 2018), Singapore (Pow, 2017, 2009) and Japan (Sorensen et al.,
2010), as well as research that compares the Canadian and Australian experience (Searle and Filion, 2011). Yet, while
high-rise residential buildings might appear to result in a more intensive and thus sustainable use of urban land, the
argument that they are an antidote to suburban urban growth is questionable, especially when a social sustainability
lens is applied to the problem.
Exploring this in the Canadian city of Toronto, a city that has been at the epicentre of condominium growth in North
America, Rosen (2017) argues that political support for urban intensification and a policy of “redirecting growth” (p.
611) to the inner city started in the 1980s but accelerated after Toronto was amalgamated with surrounding suburban
municipalities in 1998. This growth, the authors explain, was also aided by the redefinition of provincial urban growth
boundaries in the mid 2000s. In addition, ‘planning gain’ income accrued by the City of Toronto through density
negotiations with condominium developers helped city leaders promote the logic of downtown living for ‘creative
workers’ which, by extension, drove the gentrification of the inner city (Lehrer et al., 2010; Lehrer and Wieditz, 2009).
Lehrer et al. (2010) describe the implications of this apparently sustainable planning policy regime in the following
terms:
Future development is directed toward strategic places in former industrial areas and along arterial
corridors.…It supports a planning practice that will actively invade low-income neighbourhoods and does
very little for public housing. Many developers of contested high-rise condominium developments use the
[City of Toronto’s Official Plan] quest for intensification as a justification for increasing density that go well
beyond height and density limitations (p. 84).
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Figure 8: Urban intensification in Toronto’s inner city

A similar trend has been witnessed by researchers in the
Australian city of Melbourne, where high-rise residential
developers have exploited state-level regulations that favour
urban intensification (Fincher, 2004) and flexible city-level
policies in the central core that do not set a maximum
height for high-rise buildings. This, argues Nethercote (2019),
has led to “heady land speculation” (p. 10) in the centre of
Melbourne. A tightening of regulations in 2016 led to more
stringent planning and design control, although “…floor
area ratios4 (over 18:1) remained negotiable in exchange for
‘public benefits’ provisions” (ibid.), including contributions to
open space and affordable housing.

In their comparative study of Toronto and Sydney, Australia,
Searle and Filion (2011) report a similar story. Both cities have
witnessed political mobilisation on issues of environmental
Image credit: James White
protection and urban sprawl, which have coalesced around
support for horizontal growth limits, if not the location of vertical intensification. The authors argue that “[t]he impact
of [environmental] movements was especially powerful since a public, which was ever more environmentally aware
and aggravated by traffic congestion...., was receptive to calls to halt this form of growth” (Searle and Filion, 2011,
p. 1435). Political leaders have nevertheless had to balance NIMBY concerns from local residents in urban locations
against the wider arguments in favour of urban intensification at a city-wide or regional level. They contend that this
has led politicians to develop a preference for “concentrating higher densities to a limited number of sites, such as
transit centres, away from the homes of the general voting public” (p. 1436).
In Japan, urban intensification policies have also found political support. During the so-called ‘Lost Decade’ between
1991 and 2001, when the country’s strong economic growth faltered, the national government looked for ways to
incentivise development in Tokyo by promoting “‘compact city, ‘urban revitalisation’ and ‘urban renaissance’ strategies”
(Sorensen et al., 2010, p. 560). Sorensen et al. argue that private investment in high-rise residential development in
Tokyo is therefore “a product of central
Figure 9: High-rise residential development in Kachidoki, Tokyo close to
government attempts to bolster [private]
existing low-rise neighbourhoods
property development profits through
a selective manipulation of building
regulations, so that the form of urban
restructuring and the distribution
of winners and losers in the process
continue to be shaped by the state” (p.
581). This has led, they argue, to the
undermining of local planning regulations
that had previously protected “lowrise vernacular urban neighbourhoods
from high-rise urban redevelopment
projects” (ibid.), and the recentralisation
of regulatory power over high-rise
development to the national level.

Image credit: James White
4 According to the Designing Building Wiki, “the floor area ratio (FAR), also known as the plot ratio, is a measure of the total permitted floor area of a building, in
relation to the total area of the lot (or plot) on which the building stands”.
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4.1.2. Evidence on regulating the form of high-rise development
Local governing authorities employ various tools and mechanisms to translate urban intensification policies into
regulatory planning standards and design guidance that suits the local political context. Unlike the UK, which
has a discretionary planning system where each application for new development is assessed on its merits, many
countries use zoning by-laws to regulate the height, setback and density of new development. Al-Kodmany (2013)
notes that zoning by-laws in American cities introduced to regulate tall buildings have precipitated a particular
“architectural aesthetic” (p. 29), characterised by a stepped vertical form with limited detail. He argues that this
‘regulated’ architectural form is largely ignored in contemporary analyses of high-rise buildings, which typically place
an “emphasis upon structure expression,” and fails to recognise the fact that the basic design parameters of these
buildings were “…dictated by formal criteria that evolved from the
Figure 10: HL23 Condominium Tower
zoning law” (ibid.). Exploring the role of zoning in more detail, Dahl
alongside the High-Line, New York
(2017) examines how creative design solutions can also sometimes be
used to “unlock flexibility in an existing [zoning] system” (p. 25), leading
to the approval of high-rise residential buildings that far exceed the
‘as-of-right’5 regulatory limits determined by the zoning envelope for
the site in question.
Using the example of the HL23 condominium tower in New York City,
located close to the famed High-Line, Dahl (2017) describes how the
building’s architect adeptly analysed and communicated his design
through “shadow diagrams, illustrative renderings, volumetric studies,
and section drawings,” and “…fine-tuned the relationship between
building mass and the zoning envelope to arrive at a building form
that was predicted to have limited impact on surrounding areas” (p.
22). The negotiation process that ensued with city planning officials
resulted in “54.7 per cent more residential floor area to the as-ofright” (ibid.). For Dahl, this provides an instructive example of how
“architectural design in discretionary reviews can be used as a method
to explore specific variations within the flexibility that the system
allows” (p. 25) and ensures that the usually ‘strict nature’ of zoning,
which is typically established for a long period of time, is able to be
nimble and responsive to rapid changes in the real estate market.

Image credit: Sergio Hernan Gonzalez

In Australian cities, the flexibility over height and density that we
referred to in our earlier discussion about Melbourne (Nethercote,
2019) can deliver poor design and social outcomes. Examining this
problem further, Dovey and Symons (2014) note that an effort to
jumpstart redevelopment in Melbourne’s Southbank area led to the
abandonment of zoning height limits. This meant that on sites where
a maximum height of approximately 8 storeys had been anticipated,
high-rise residential building were commonly permitted at 35 storeys
and, in one case, 92 storeys. This flexibility facilitated a wider disregard
for the Southbank’s urban design guidelines and created, in Dovey
and Symons’ assessment, a streetscape devoid of animation and
dominated by vehicles and car parking spaces.

5 ‘As-of-right’ is a term used in regulatory planning system that use zoning by-laws, notably in the United State and Canada. It refers to the regulated limit of
development permitted on a given parcel of land, and means that a developer has the right to develop a site within those limits without further planning control.
In practice, especially in large cities, many developers seek to develop a site beyond the limits established in the zoning by-laws, i.e. by increasing the height and/or
density of development. This typically leads to a negotiated and more discretionary process where the developer seeks permission for the local governing authority
to vary the ‘as-of-right’ limits of the site.
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Figure 11: The 91 storey ‘Eureka’ high-rise residential building on
Melbourne’s waterfront
Examining similar challenges in Sydney, Troy

(2018) writes that a largely “deregulated
development market,” which has increasingly
focused on producing condominium units for
investors, has also been supported by a “flexible
design-based approach” (p. 1337) to planning.
He contends that metropolitan-level planning
policies favouring urban intensification have led
to the development of smaller and denser highrise homes. This, Troy argues, is having a negative
impact on those lower down on the housing
ladder who are finding the costs associated with
urban housing are accelerating very fast, while
the rate of social housing provision has fallen.
Moreover, flexibility in the way planning policies
and decisions are made means that, “rather than
Image Credit: Taras Vyshnya
seek to steer the market towards delivering on
metropolitan planning ambitions, plans have
been altered to reflect what the private sector is actually delivering” (p. 1332), i.e. a high-rise residential housing
product suited to the needs of investors and not the needs of residents. While data might suggest that Australians
are choosing to live in high-rise accommodation, this does not necessarily take into account the structural constraints
within which this choice is made. Summarising this problem, Troy writes:
There is a case to be made that contemporary urban policy is implicitly forcing lower standards of housing
on sections of the population that cannot afford the choice, rationalised through the notional contribution
higher density forms of development make towards delivering the putative sustainable city (p. 1341).
The planning methods used to calculate the environmental impact of a high-rise building can also be manipulated
to serve political agendas and improve market viability for developers. Sorensen et al. (2010) describe an example
of this using the case of Tokyo, where the calculation of ‘Floor Area Ratio’ (FAR) was changed in the late 1990s to
boost the permissible density of certain sites and increase the delivery of new homes. The change resulted in shared
spaces within proposed high-rise residential buildings – corridors, stairs, elevators, etc. – being removed from the FAR
calculation, thus allowing the overall density to be increased. Sorensen et al. described how this developer-friendly
regulatory change was followed by a national-level directive that allowed the Prime Minister’s office to designate
‘urban renaissance areas’. In these areas the planning conditions were made very favourable for developers looking
to maximise the density of development and further FAR relaxations were introduce that allowed local authorities to
approve buildings that far exceed the designated zoning envelope without changing the approved plan.
As we explained in Section 4.1.1, high-rise residential development can provide cities with a means to extract ‘planning
gain’ income from completed projects. This can be used to fund new open spaces, community centres, schools,
affordable housing and other local amenities. Looking at this process in more detail, we find that some cities use a
quid pro quo approach to planning gain, whereby additional building height and density is awarded to developers
in exchange for a contribution to the cost of these amenities (Mualam et al., 2019). This process is sometimes called
‘bonusing’. Examining the case of Toronto, Rosen and Walks (2015) argue that bonusing creates a ‘deal-making’ culture,
whereby locally elected politicians have an incentive to “…provide developers with density bonusing in return for
urban infrastructure and amenities that otherwise would have been funded by the City” (p. 305). This, in effect, allows
developers to ‘purchase’ more generous height and density allowances. Unfortunately, the ‘planning gain’ that can
be generated from high-rise residential development is not always extracted for public investment. As we mentioned
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earlier in Section 4.1.1, London local authorities have chosen not to fully capture the “millions of pounds of investment”
(Roberts 2017, p. 164) flowing into the city through property development. This means that the opportunity to deliver
much needed social housing through planning gain has largely been lost.
Examining a particular approach to planning gain in Israel, Mualam et al. (2019) describe how developers are
sometimes compelled to provide community amenities within the fabric of high-rise residential developments, rather
than externally (which is typically Figure 12: Canoe Landing Park in Toronto funded by bonusing and
development charges
the case elsewhere). The authors
term this process ‘vertical allocation’
and explain that it involves “the
transfer of ownership of specific
floors to the local government”
(p. 131) in exchange for “extensive
rights to develop” (ibid.). Their
study reveals that the process
of determining the percentage
of public uses within a building
can be quite discretionary and is
dependent on local circumstances.
This means that the developers of
high-rise residential buildings are
often “kept in the dark, not knowing
how much floor space they will be
required to set aside” (p. 135) for
uses such as schooling and early
years child care that will be available Image credit: James White
to the general public. The authors
conceptualise the vertical allocation process as an example of ‘urban entrepreneurialism,’ but caution that it is also a
troubling example of the growing reliance on developers to deliver local services – a problem, they argue, that has
been caused by the “hollowing out of central government functions, and its diminishing financial support” (p. 139).
In a further study of mixing uses in tall buildings, Siemiatycki (2015) questions why the mixing different uses is
not more common. Examining this from an urban form perspective, he argues that the ‘tower-podium model’, a
typology originating in the Canadian city of Vancouver which combines tall residential towers with street-facing uses
in a podium (we discuss this model further in Section 4.1.5), is one of the more commonly used formats for mixing
public and private uses in the same building. Using the example of the TIFF (Toronto International Film Festival) Bell
‘Lightbox’ building in Toronto, Canada, which combines residential uses, a multiscreen cinema and retail, he notes that
“[i]t allocates the large format but lowest value residential space in the podium to public usage, which benefits from
direct walk-up access from the street. Conversely, the smaller floor plate but high value residential space in the tower
is allocated to condominium apartments” (p. 244).
In shaping an argument in favour of mixed-use high-rise buildings, Siemiatycki argues that, in Toronto and other cities
experiencing urban intensification trends, “[m]ixed-use buildings provide an opportunity for municipal governments
to tap into revenues from the dramatic land densification that is taking place” (p. 232). Furthermore, he contends that
“partnerships with a private sector developer to build the project enable governments to transfer construction risk
to the private sector builder, and share costs on facility operations and maintenance” (p. 232). Siemiatycki cautions,
however, that public authorities engaging in partnerships of this kind must ensure the long-term financial resiliency
of the project because commercial, non-profit and public activities can either grow or shrink, which may lead them to
require more or less physical space over time.
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4.1.3. Evidence on the visual impact of high-rise residential development
Our exploration of the evidence revealed that the visual impact of high-rise residential buildings can preoccupy
political leaders and planning and design officials tasked with reviewing and determining high-rise planning
applications (Nijhuis and Van der Hoeven, 2018). This focus is often motivated by a collective desire to achieve “visual
order” among different buildings so that an “aesthetically pleasing” skyline might be achieved (Al-Kodmany, 2013, p.
26). For Al-Kodmany (2013), the vantage points from which a high-rise residential building is assessed are critical. He
argues that “[a] building viewed from a distance will create different visual perceptions as compared to one that is
viewed from nearby” (p. 27), meaning “[t]he scale and profile of a tall building will also greatly affect one’s sensibilities
and the physiological process of viewing the building” (ibid.). Al-Kodmany states, therefore, that planners need to
assess the visual impact of a high-rise residential building from as many different vantage points as possible and
particularly those that are “most common” (p. 43). Al-Kodmany goes on to note that the current design fashion
for tall, thin towers wrapped in glass means that contemporary tall buildings are “notable for their shape, lightness,
transparency and reflectivity” (p. 26) and, while they undoubtedly have a visual impact on the skyline, they are less
intrusive than the glass and concrete skyscrapers of the 1960s, which tended to have darker external surfaces that
“display a clear solidity” (ibid.).
In some cities, the vantage points from which a high-rise building is assessed can be quite controversial. This is the
case in London, where there have been numerous studies that examine the impact and influence of ‘view corridors’
as the number of high-rise buildings has risen precipitously following Ken Livingstone’s mayoralty (e.g. Appert and
Montes, 2015; Charney, 2007; McNeill, 2002; Tavernor and Gassner, 2010). Appert and Montes (2015) explain that
London has a supplementary planning guideline document called the ‘London View Management Framework’ (or
LVMF for short), which establishes what views are protected and why, how specific view corridors are managed, and
how the impacts of high-rise building differ between local authorities within London. According to Tavernor and
Gassner (2010), however, the two most important factors associated with the visual impact of high-rise buildings
in London are the explicit “notion of ‘clusters’ of towers” and “protection from the intrusion of tall buildings of
important views across London” (p. 102). They write that “London’s skyline is neither highly controlled nor mainly
the manifestation of market forces, instead, it attempts to balance history and modernity through careful – almost
painstaking – visual management” (p. 99). This is particularly true with respect to views of St. Paul’s Cathedral and the
authors explain that the clustering of towers in the City of London is a direct result of the view corridors towards St.
Pauls.
Figure 13: Protecting views of St. Pauls Cathedral in London

Image credit: Songquan Deng
Nijhuis and Van der Hoeven (2018) examine view corridors in The Netherland where, like London, high-rise buildings
need to be integrated among historic buildings in an ancient urban fabric, although in The Netherlands, visual
impact is also amplified by the flat topography. The authors’ research draws attention to the fact that the current
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visual impact assessment methods used to determine the height and location of tall buildings, which are based on
“traditional urban elements like urban axes or riverfronts” (p. 585), do not take into account the decreasing impact of
high-rise buildings as a skyline evolves, especially if buildings are located in clusters. They argue that a reconfiguration
of current visual assessment methods would allow Dutch cities to approve more high-rise buildings over a larger area,
while at the same time focusing more directly on “street-level urban design criteria” to assess a building’s impact,
rather than “wider regional analysis” (p. 585). With this in mind, they point to the potential of Geographical Information
Systems (GIS) as a means of using technology to make better decisions about the location and potential visual
impacts of high-rise buildings, and as a way to “sharpen tall building policy and regulations” (p. 587).
4.1.4. Evidence on space standards in high-rise residential buildings
A further aspect of the planning and design of high-rise residential buildings that receives considerable attention in
the literature is the regulation of internal space standards. Research suggests that the size of individual units within a
high-rise residential building can have a long-term effect on urban demographics and lived experience (e.g. Chan et
al., 2002; Evans and Unsworth, 2012; Yip et al., 2009). Exploring the relationship between density and consumer choice,
Evans and Unsworth (2012) report findings from a survey of residents living in new high-rise residential buildings in
Leeds which found that “89 per cent [of respondents] listed ‘inadequate living space’ as an important factor likely
to cause movement out of the city centre.” A further “…83 per cent listed lack of green space in the city centre as a
reason and 80 per cent their preference for a house rather than a flat” (p. 1172). The authors argue that new flatted
accommodation in the UK is therefore more likely to be occupied by younger people without families who see highrise living as a steppingstone to a house, rather than as a permanent home. A recent study by Moos (2016) on Toronto
condominiums has similarly noted that high-rise residential buildings are predominately occupied by young people, a
socio-economic sub-trend of gentrification he calls ‘youthification’ (Moos, 2016).
In some cities the challenges associated with space standards are much more acute, and housing choices for young
people, families and elderly people are very restricted. Yip et al. (2009) highlight these challenges in their study of
Hong Kong, which they describe as ‘an outlier’ because it has one of the healthiest per capita GDPs in the world, but
its internal living space standard are “comparable to cities in poorer nations such as Harare, Karachi, and Bogotá” (p.
757). Their survey data indicates that “people in Hong Kong live in overcrowded conditions” and note that the average
Hong Kong household lives in a 50m2 apartment. This is “….two-thirds the space consumed by an average household
in Singapore, half that of Japan, and one-third that of Taiwan” (p. 767). The authors argue that dramatic increases in
household wealth have not resulted in an “increase in the consumption of residential space” (p. 756) in Hong Kong,
although space standards in public housing for lower income people have improved.
Chan et al. (2002) also examine the challenges associated with space standards in Hong Kong. Picking up a similar
point to Yip et al. (2009), they note that it is the private market where the problems are most significant. “Hong
Kong,” they contend, “…. has been remarkable in relying upon private capital to provide housing for about half of the
population” (Chan et al., 2002, p. 160). Like Yip et al., they argue that this reliance on the private housing market has
come at “…tremendous social costs in the form of incredibly high property prices and congested living space” (p. 160).
Examining how the density and height of residential development is calculated and controlled in Hong Kong, Chan
et al. explain that the planning authority limits the amount of accommodation space on a site to control population
density. However, the method of calculating the maximum ‘gross floor area’ (GFA) of a building includes all of the
common areas – entrances, hallways, machine rooms, lift, stairwells, etc. This means that developers look for ways
to “reduce this common area as much as possible to allow more private, exclusive space” (p. 166), leaving households
with “…tiny lifts and awkward communal space with narrow public corridors and staircases” (ibid.). Recommending a
remedy to this problem, Chen et al. suggest that the planning authority in Hong Kong should exclude common areas
from the calculation of GFA – similar to the approach adopted in Japan during the 1980s (see 4.1.4) – thus awarding
developers the flexibility to design “more generous and pleasant common areas for residential housing” (p. 173), while
also creating “safer buildings with better escape staircases and refuge floors” (ibid.).
The planning policy and regulatory conditions that facilitate the development of small and cramped high-rise
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residential apartments are also a topic of concern for researchers looking at Australian cities. Allouf et al. (2020)
point to the fact that most extant research on the phenomenon of high-rise residential buildings has tended not
to focus on the internal design of these buildings. In Australia, where there has been a boom in high-rise residential
development over the past two decades, public debates have emerged about the quality of the residential buildings
that receive planning permission. Typically the concerns of residents focus on things like “lack of storage, lack of
natural light and ventilation, and small floor areas” (p. 2). Also looking at the Australian experience, Nethercote (2019)
reports on a study by the City of Melbourne which highlighted how many apartments have “poor light, poor passive
ventilation and compromised visual and acoustic privacy” (p. 13). In their examination of the policy landscape and
regulatory frameworks for residential high-rise buildings in Australian cities, Allouf et al. (2020) discovered different
practices and outcomes between cities, and found that the deployment of discretion by planning officers alongside
regulations led to different results. Their research demonstrates that relying on the judgement of planning officers
is not sufficient to ensure satisfactory internal design outcomes and that, crucially, the particular skills of the person
assigned to exercise that discretion are influential. They recommend that the internal plans submitted with a planning
Figure 14: Generic examples of the typical internal space standards in a modern condominium unit

Image credits: Simeonn

application for a high-rise residential building should be “clearly marked” with internal space dimensions and illustrate
the “circulation areas around furniture” (p. 15).
As well as considering internal common space, existing evidence has also looked at the feasibility of incorporating
outdoor spaces and other uses into the fabric of high-rise residential buildings. Focusing on cities in South East
Asia, Choi et al. (2012) argue that “[t]he primary aim of emerging types of intensified residential developments….is
to optimize available space by maximizing capacity” (p. 617). To achieve this, some developers in South East Asian
cities have integrated ‘skycourts’ or ‘skygardens’ within the curtilage of high-rise residential buildings as a means of
addressing a lack of public space in areas where dense high-rise development predominates (ibid.). Pomery (2011)
argues that, as well as providing much needed outdoor space for building residents, skycourts and skygardens
present an opportunity for architects and developers to reimagine the relationship between streets and squares in
a vertical formulation. He notes how this could have the effect of reducing “the perceived density of high-density
developments by the interplay of solids and voids within their private curtilage” (p. 348), and argues this could be
“analogous to the historical precedents of the court and arcade” (ibid.).
Examining the typology further, Pomery considers the case of Singapore. He explains that Singapore’s planning
guidelines allow for skycourts and skygardens and notes that the planning authority does not require developers to
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include these spaces in the calculation of a building’s GFA. This means that developers can use the GFA to maximise
the number of residential units and then add additional building density, beyond the maximum GFA, to provide
vertical social spaces within the building. Incorporating ‘vertical’ outdoor spaces within the curtilage of a high-rise
residential buildings is not without its challenges, however, and Choi et al. (2012) argue that these privatised outdoor
spaces do not necessarily improve the provision of public space, particularly for those people not lucky enough to live
in a luxury high-rise building. Considering the positives and negatives of skycourts and skygardens, they argue that:
it is difficult to achieve a balance between publicly accessible urban spaces and preserving privacy for the
residents, providing intense and diverse uses without generating conflicts among the users, encouraging
openness of urban space without compromising safety, and ensuring security in high-density residential
developments (p. 630).

Figure 15: A contemporary sky-garden in Singapore

4.1.5. Evidence on the transference of ‘best practice’ in
high-rise residential development

Image credit: Efired

In cities experiencing rapid high-rise residential development,
where political agendas often favour urban intensification
and the development industry has a powerful influence over
outcomes, it is common for planners and their political masters
to look to other cities around the world to seek out examples
of ‘best practice’. A large body of literature has examined this
phenomenon at various scales, terming it ‘policy transfer’ and,
more recently, ‘urban policy mobility’6.

In a research paper exploring how the planning system in
Colombo, Sri Lanka, is responding to high-rise building proposals, Agrawal et al. (2016) consider the extent to which
“international best practices” (p. 256) can support planning regulators in their work. The research found that cities with
sophisticated guidelines share similar characteristics, including preferring buildings that:
are appropriate to their contexts, contribute to city legibility and uniqueness in forming landmarks, respect
existing views, and developing an attractive skyline, respect built heritage, relate well to the pedestrian
realm and enhance connectivity, are architecturally attractive, [and] do not create or aggravate adverse
microclimates” (p. 258).
A further key finding was that “[w]ell-crafted municipal guidelines are necessary to ensure tall buildings are wellintegrated into the existing urban landscape and make a positive contribution to the future cityscape” (p. 271). For
Colombo, Agrawal et al. recommend that guidelines for high-rise buildings should, first and foremost, contain a lot
of detail and make the expectations of developers very clear. These stipulations, they argue, should also be balanced
with a sufficient degree of flexibility so that “tall building proposals” can still be “evaluated based on their context and
merit” (p. 266).
Drawing inspirations and ideas from best practices around the world can, as Agrawal et al. attest, help with policy
development. It avoids ‘reinventing the wheel’ and allows regulators to learn from successes (and failures) elsewhere.
Nevertheless, the use of best practices in this way must also be approached with some caution. Ideas, policies and
6 See: Dolowitz, D.P. and March, D. (2000). Learning from Abroad: The Role of Policy Transfer. Contemporary Policy-Making: Governance, 13 (1), pp. 5–24 and McCann,
E. (2011). Urban Policy Mobilities and Global Circuits of Knowledge. Annuals of the Association of American Geographers, 101 (1), pp. 107–130 (Note: these references are
not part of the evidence review and are provided for cross-referencing purposes only).
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design typologies that work well in one place will not necessarily translate across geographic and political boundaries
where the cultural and legal composition of the local planning regime and real estate development market might be
different.
Research on the widely-celebrated Vancouver Model of urban design and development or ‘Vancouverism,’ as it
is otherwise known, helps illustrate this challenge (McCann, 2013; White and Punter, 2017). Hailing from the West
Coast city of Vancouver, Canada, Vancouverism combines a sophisticated design governance process with a highrise building typology typified by tall residential towers (the ‘tower-podium model’) that have active ground floor
podiums containing a mixture of townhouses and local shops and services (Macdonald, 2005). In her research on
Vancouverism, MacDonald describes the sophistication of Vancouver’s planning system, arguing that “the public
sector is proactively leading and shaping development rather than merely reacting to market-led proposals” (p. 14).
This, she argues, is underpinned by a “…vision for livable density, which stresses creating lively, safe and attractive
streets, and providing public amenities such as parks, community centres and schools” (ibid.). In assessing proposals
for high-rise residential buildings, Vancouver’s planning regulators have established “a highly discretionary regulatory
framework and an innovative cooperative planning process that engages politicians, the public and developers in
incremental design decision making directed toward achieving that vision” (ibid.).
Figure 16: Vancouverism on False Creek, Vancouver, Canada

Image credit: James White

Vancouverism has been borrowed and reproduced in many cities around the world, including in the United States
and the Middle East. White and Punter (2017) have examined how this occured in another Canadian city, Toronto,
which as previously discussed, has experienced signifcant high-rise growth pressures. They argue that the powerful
imagery of the Vancouver precedent helped a Vancouver-based developer secure a major land purchase in Toronto.
White and Punter go on to note that “City of Toronto planners and politicians bought into the success of [the
developer’s projects] in Vancouver, thereby smoothing the way for amendments to be made to the zoning and
planning regulations in Toronto that ultimately led to the approval of the tower-podium model” (p. 196). Yet, because
the approval of the Vancouverism building typology was not underpinned by a design governance regime with the
level of sophisticating seen in Vancouver, the resulting ‘reproduction’ failed to achieve the same design qualities in
Toronto. White and Punter argue that “…‘Vancouverism’ is a contextually grounded process that is shaped more by
local politics, institutional practices and development norms than it is by the power of a particular design ideology or
model” (p. 197).
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4.1.6. Summary
To summarise, this section has considered evidence on regulating the planning and design of high-rise residential
buildings. Covering a series of themes, we found that:
l

l

High-rise residential buildings have considerable ‘symbolic capital’ that brings together the interests of local
political leaders looking to demonstrate a city’s competitiveness on the word stage with those of real estate
developers hoping to maximise their profits by building ever taller and more spectacular buildings.
Politicians and planning officials alike use high-rise residential buildings as a means of driving what they perceive
to be more sustainable planning agendas, and as a method of generating ‘planning gain’ or ‘land value capture’
from real estate development to fund affordable
housing and community programmes. This
Figure 17: Vancouverism in Toronto
can sometimes result in high-rise residential
buildings receiving favourable treatment during
the planning approval process, either through
flexible density limits or quid pro quo deal-making
between planners and developers. It is not
always the case that community benefits ‘gained’
in this process are commensurate with the
additional profits generated for developers.

l

l

l

l

l
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Various tools and mechanism are used to
regulate high-rise residential buildings. We have
reported on a number of research projects that
looked at how zoning is used, and sometimes
manipulated, to support the development of
much taller high-rise residential buildings than
originally permitted.

Image credit: James White

Some studies have examined the challenges and opportunities associated with mixing uses within high-rise
residential buildings, either through ‘planning gain’ requirements or development partnerships, although the
implications of this type of mixed public-private development demands further scrutiny.
Visual impact was an area of particular focus in the evidence, with research examining concepts such as ‘visual
order,’ ‘building clusters’ and ‘view corridors,’ as well as the role that three-dimensional GIS might play in
supporting visual impact decision-making. The evidence suggests that visual impact assessment are not always
conducted from enough vantage points, fail to consider the street-level experience and do not always ‘keep up’
with the changing form of the city.
Permissible internal ‘space standards’ within high-rise residential buildings are a particular focus of research on
cities with scarce land resources. The review found evidence that flexible or limited regulation can lead to very
small residential units being developed that are unfit for long-term familial use as households change and grow
thus exacerbating housing affordability problems.
Evidence on the global transference of best practices was also found in the literature, especially on the ways in
which high-rise residential building typologies might move between cities with very different planning and real
estate cultures.
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4.2. Finance, investment and the marketing of high-rise residential
development
Evidence on high-rise residential development and what many authors term the ‘financialisation’7 of housing forms
a substantial debate in the literature. Four key themes emerge about this topic: the political economy of residential
high-rise development; global and national investment in high-rise residential development; the price determinants of
high-rise residential units; and, the branding strategies and techniques used by high-rise residential developers. These
four themes are discussed in more detail below.
4.2.1. Debates on the political economy of high-rise residential development
Many scholars draw a relationship between high-rise developments and political economic restructuring and
practices that have been critically and extensively observed over the last two decades. Some studies consider
contemporary high-rise residential development to be a form of neoliberal urbanisation (e.g. Kern, 2010; Lippert, 2014;
Nethercote, 2018; Rosen and Walks, 2013; Serin et al., 2020) and globalisation (e.g. Appert and Montes, 2015; Graham,
2015; Oruç et al., 2017). In this milieu, Rosen and Walks (2013) have coined the term ‘condo-ism’ to describe the form
and impacts of high-rise residential development in Toronto as a complex phenomenon within which financial,
political, social and cultural dynamics are nested8 :
[It] represents a new ‘structured coherence’ of political, economic, and socio-cultural interests (Harvey,
1989), in which development agendas, financial structures, urban policies, and lifestyles all converge and are
dependent on the continued spatial restructuring of the city through urban intensification and real estate
development” (p. 161).
Likewise, Nethercote (2018) defines contemporary
high-rise residential development as “a vertical
Figure 18: A ‘virtual spatial fix,’ on the edge of
spatial fix” (p. 660) and “an expression of real estate
Melbourne’s CBD, Australia
asset bubbles” (ibid.). She goes on to explain this
conceptualisation by detailing three main ‘functions’
of high-rise residential development, “as labour and
capital intensive commodities; as investments on real
estate markets increasingly tied to financial markets
[referring to ‘financialisaton’]; and as cultural artefacts
of distinction in intercity competition and geopolitics
and in class relations” (p. 660). From a similar political
economy perspective, Craggs (2018) describes high-rise
development in London as a “spatial recapitalisation”
(p. 500), and argues that contemporary high-rise
developments appear “as an expression of capital
rather than as a socially transformative adaptation to
Image Credit Shaung Li
the challenges” (p. 516) faced in cities. From a slightly
different perspective, Lippert and Treffers (2016), consider
issues of legal knowledge and surveillance within high-rise residential buildings (a topic we return to in Section 4.4)
and describe condominium buildings as vehicles “for seemingly boundless private investment and as fertile ground
for maintenance of privatised forms of governance” (p. 421). All these various studies situate contemporary marketdriven residential high-rise developments within the neoliberal urbanisation practices observed in the last decade,
while also stressing their embeddedness in the financialisaton of housing.
7 Financialisation is broadly defined as “the increasing dominance of financial actors, markets, practices, measurements and narratives, at various scales, resulting in a
structural transformation of economies, firms (including financial institutions), states and households.” (Aalbers, 2016, p, 2)
8 See Section 3.3 for a more detailed explanation of the term ‘condo-ism’.
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The interconnecting roles that class, capital and governance play in precipitating high-rise residential development
are discussed in several of the studies we identified. As Pow (2009) summarises, contemporary ‘high-end,’ ‘luxury,’
or ‘expensive’ high-rise residential developments result from coalitions between various actors and stakeholders,
including the state, local governments, developers, the media and the users/occupiers of a building. In the case of
London, some developments are financed by sovereign wealth funds as part of longer-term investment strategies,
which Atkinson (2019) argues, have made a particular contribution to contemporary ‘verticalisation’ in London. Again,
using the case of London to explore this phenomenon, Appert and Montes (2015) argue that it is the trans-national
capitalist class9 that is “…territorialising, [and] materialising a political-economic program to rebrand London in the
global economy” (p. 2), by “taking control of the landscape and instrumenting it” (ibid.). London’s fast-emerging
vertical skyline, they argue, is thus an “indicator of modes of territorialisation of the trans-national capitalist class” (ibid.).
In a similar vein, Craggs (2018) argues that the “London skyline is catering to the financial, cultural-ideological and
material interest of trans-national capitalism” (p.508).
The conceptualisation of high-rise residential development as a form of transnational capitalism is closely related
to the wider discourse on global cities and, in particular, international investment in residential real estate. As we
touched upon in Section 4.1.1, city leaders increasingly aim to foster a global city image via high-rise developments
and support the development of “…glitzy and futuristic skylines as a means of building urban brands that ‘compete’
with other so-called ‘world’ or ‘global’ cities for investment, tourism, media exposure and the attraction of the socalled ‘creative class’” (Graham, 2015, p.619). The trend Graham describes has also been witnessed by other researchers,
including Nethercote (2019) who notes that, in Melbourne, Australia, high-rise residential development appears to
serve “…both economic and geopolitical/symbolic functions in the city’s ongoing inter-urban competition for hyper
mobile flows of capital and highly-skilled workers” (p.1).
One of the challenges associated with high-rise residential development is that the sheer scale of many projects
means that big, powerful developers often dominate the industry. Examining the case of Hong Kong, La Grange
(2014) writes that it is only large developers that have the capital to “buy large sites, build multiple high-rise
blocks” (p.266). In their study of high-rise residential development in Toronto, Rosen and Walks (2015) indicate that
contemporary residential high-rises have come to dominate economic development in the city and, as a result,
development companies have accumulated ‘asymmetric power’. This is problematic, they argue, because “the vast
profits available in this sector, and the access to credit…, have come to distort both the market and the information
about it” (p. 304). This domination does not always equate to the large developers’ hegemony over the high-rise
housing market, as revealed in the Hong Kong case by La Grange (2014). Rosen (2017) finds that the development
companies engaged in high-rise residential development in Toronto are actually quite diverse in “their corporate
structure (family-run firms, transnational corporations, private, or publicly traded firms), visions and agendas
(maximizing profit or also taking into account wider public goals), firm size, scope of operations, and branding power”
(p. 608). Rosen (2017) also claims that, in the Toronto case at least, development companies are certainly profitoriented, but “they are not all purely profit maximizing” (p. 621) because their decisions, targets and practices are
impacted by a range of factors.
Offering a slightly different view, Choi et al. (2012) argue that, in Canada, many developers also ‘pre-sell’ units in order
to share risk with purchasers. While their research found that buying a high-rise residential unit via pre-sale agreement
is profitable for the purchaser, they also found that it does not decrease developers’ profits, because they “enjoy a
reduction in risk without a corresponding reduction in expected profits by holding a presale” (p. 472).
The wider impacts of high-rise residential development on existing neighbourhoods are a widely explored topic in
the literature and something we return to in Section 4.3. In the context of the financialisaton of high-rise residential
development, however, it is worth noting work by Lee (2018), who examined new-build gentrification and the
phenomenon of ‘pro-gentrification’ coalitions in South Korea. Lee’s study found that owner-occupiers living in
neighbourhoods undergoing high-rise redevelopment do not resist redevelopment because they recognise the value
9 Trans-national capitalist class “is comprised of the owners of transnational capital, that is, the group that owns the leading worldwide means of production as
embodied principally in the transnational corporations and private financial institutions” (Robinson, 2014, p. 7 in Robinson and Sprague-Silgado, 2018)
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uplift that might occur on their property. Overall, the exchange value that owner occupiers and landlords can accrue
as a result of high-rise development on their plots typically overrides their residual use value, a point Graham (2015)
also confirms, noting: “…the processes through which new housing towers are constructed amount to programmes
of engineered gentrification, which forcibly evict or sweep away the remnants of earlier periods where housing
was organised collectively and financially based on criteria of social need.” (p.620). Lehrer and Wieditz (2009) draw
attention to the complicity of local authorities in engineering high-rise residential development towards particular
future occupiers. Their study, based on a survey conducted by the City of Toronto, found that:
economic planning policies with the objective to attract young urban professionals to Toronto’s inner city
were successful; that marketing strategies that sell the inner city as an urban lifestyle experience and as a
place to ‘live, work and play’ have been a fruitful approach in luring the ‘right kind of people,’ the whitecollar workforce that has been envisioned in economic and cultural planning documents (City of Toronto
2000; 2003), to Toronto’s inner city (p.153).
Local authorities are not the only public actors
involved in promulgating the development of high-rise
residential development. As we previously discussed
in Section 4.1.1, Sorensen et al. (2010) highlight
the Japanese national government’s complicity in
“bolster[ing] property development profits through
a selective manipulation of building regulations” (p.
558). This finding chimes with evidence from Serin
et al. (2020). In their study of the high-rise residential
development in Turkey, they describe the national
government having a tripartite role as regulatory
agency, land developer and housebuilder, and
argue that a neoliberal state takes an active stance
in facilitating the commodification of urban space
through these roles. This results in allocating public
resources such as vacant publicly-owned land for profitImage credit: Bilge Serin
oriented high-rise development, where the profits
generated are shared among the public and private stakeholders.

Figure 19: High-rise residential development in Istanbul,
Turkey

4.2.2. Evidence on investment purchasing in high-rise residential development
A number of studies in the literature argue that the apartment units sold in contemporary high-rise residential
developments are widely bought and traded as investment assets rather than homes (e.g. Atkinson, 2019; Dredge
and Coiacetto, 2011; Evans and Unsworth, 2012; Graham, 2015; Oruç et al., 2017; Troy, 2018). This is exemplified in work
by Troy (2018), who notes that 70% of the high-rise residential buildings in the Pyrmont and Ultimo neighbourhoods
of Sydney, which mirror the wider residential property market for high-rises in the city, are “owned by investors”10
(p. 1336). This viewpoint is shared by Graham (2015) who define these developments as “[n]ew elite condominiums,”
noting that “in cities like London, Vancouver, Toronto and New York…[they]…need to be understood primarily as
what Paul Goldberger in Vanity Fair has called ‘tradable commodities, perfect for the speculatively inclined’ ” (p.
620). Making a similar argument to Graham (ibid.), Lehrer and Wieditz (2009) and Kern (2010) both argue that this
phenomenon exemplifies the trend of investment de-risking in which elites shift money from ailing industries into
real estate – what David Harvey coined the ‘second circuit of capital’11.
10

The term ‘investor’ is used to define the non owner occupier purchasers of units in high-rise residential buildings.

See: Harvey, D. (1978). The urban process under capitalism: a framework for analysis. International Journal of Urban and Regional Research, 2 (1-3), pp. 101-131 (Note:
this reference is not part of the evidence review and is provided for cross-referencing purposes only).
11
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Some high-rise residential units bought as investments are left empty, having been bought not for rent but merely to
ride the housing market. This phenomenon, which researchers are trying to trace and understand in more detail, can
result in units not being occupied by renters and is proving increasingly common in metropolitan cities like London,
which have enjoyed sustained housing price growth over many years (Atkinson, 2019). Atkinson (2019) argues that the
example of high-rise residential development in London “shows that this is largely an exclusive landscape, off limits to
those distressed and upended by the property market across the city” (p. 4), while claiming that this type of real estate
investment can also be a haven for money laundering, organised criminal investment and corruption (ibid.). Atkinson
calls the under-utilisation phenomenon ‘necrotecture’ and states that “[n]ecrotectural forms, seen in new towers and
spectacular homes, appear to index a massive misdirection of development capacity, even as the city experiences a
massive social crisis that continues to be played out in the wider housing market” (p.2).
Figure 20: Underuse of space in high-rise residential buildings, Toronto, Canada

Image credits: James White

Looking at high-rise housing investment from a slightly different angle, Dredge and Coiacetto (2011) describe how, in
some cities, residential units in high-rise buildings are also bought as investments to be rented out by their owners
for short stays and tourists rather than long-term renting. Troy (2018) argues that the profit-focus orientation of such
investments shapes the design and quality of these buildings, as developers seek to capitalise on new markets: “[t]he
actual development process, what gets delivered in physical form, is not necessarily driven by the desire to implement
a set of social values around housing and the future of cities, fundamentally it was driven by the highest value in real
estate terms’ (p. 1341).
The studies by Dredge and Coiacetto (2011), Kern (2007) and Harris (2011) all point to the fact that high-rise
buildings sold in ‘condominium’ tenure or ‘strata title’ have helped facilitate the shift towards urban housing built
for investment (see 3.2 for a more detailed discussion of this terminology and how it shapes the form of high-rise
residential buildings). It has also led to smaller units within high-rise residential buildings because investors are
not necessarily as focused on the internal dimensions of a unit as an owner occupier might be. For Dredge and
Coiacetto (2011) individual apartments in strata title can thus be “sold in smaller, more easily tradable units, thus
opening up opportunities for marketing to numerous small investors” (p. 420). In the case of Vancouver, Canada,
Harris (2011) observes that condominium tenure has proven to be a “legal mechanism that expanded the market
for land, embedded the city in international flows of people and capital, and, by doing so, contributed to the rising
prices and hence the need to create smaller parcels” (p. 721). Kern (2007) further explains that condominium tenure
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facilitates investment through “their relatively low purchase price and low-maintenance” (p. 661). This has led to a
boom in condominium development in some cities, which has opened “a network for the increased (and more rapid)
circulation of capital through the housing market, increasing the potential for capital accumulation both by largescale global investors and individual homeowners” (p. 661). It is important to note, however, that the dominant role
investors now play in facilitating high-rise residential development was not necessarily foreseen when ‘condominium
tenure’ and ‘strata title’ first entered the statute books in the 1950s and 1960s. On the contrary, Harris (2011) notes that,
as in many other jurisdictions, when condominium title was created in British Columbia as a legal structure it was
praised for facilitating wider homeownership.
Evidence on the sheer scale of investment in local high-rise residential markets, particularly from global investors, is
widely explored in the literature (e.g. Atkinson, 2019; Craggs, 2018; Graham, 2015; Lehrer et al., 2010; Rosen, 2017, 2016;
Rosen and Walks, 2015). According to figures identified by Graham (2015):
6% of [total housing] demand within the £2 million plus so-called ‘new prime’ market for the tiny elite is
currently receiving 50% of all housing investment in London. This is almost equal to the entire investment
going on to house 50% of the city’s population— fully 4 million people (p. 633).
4.2.3. Evidence on the price determinants of high-rise residential development
The price of units in a high-rise residential building is determined, primarily, by the amount of available land and the
level of demand. In places with limited land supply,
Figure 21: ‘Upper deck ‘amenities’ for residents living on more like Hong Kong and Singapore, where high-rise
exclusive floors
residential development is the norm, the amount
of space that a household can consume is severely
restricted and is thus a significant determinate of
price alongside location (Yip et al., 2009). Similar
price determinants were identified in Singapore
by Khiew and Lee (2019) where proximity to public
transport is also a key price determinant. It has a
negative impact on the resale price, contrary to the
expectation: “the condominiums with a distance
more than 400m to the MRT station get higher
resale prices” (p.436). This study also found that
the legal tenure of high-rise buildings (i.e. whether
a building is sold as freehold or leasehold) can
impact the price paid for units. Not unsurprisingly,
high-rise buildings “built on freehold land or 999year leasehold land are valued more than those
Image credit: Felix Miziozniko
with 99-year leasehold titles’ (p. 438).
Floor level can also be a significant price determinant although the evidence is not consistent. Khiew and Lee (2019)
argue, for example, that there is a ‘floor level premium,’ i.e. the higher up you are, the more you are prepared to
pay (p.438). Wong et al. (2011) found in their study of Hong Kong that “the floor-level premium was not constant,
but diminished as floor level increases” (p.33). The authors also found that the units located in high-rise buildings
approximately 10-storey high command a significant premium over units in much taller buildings, i.e. buildings
with around 25 floors. These differences suggest that the context and form of high-rise building in a particular city
influences how floor level pricing is determined by the market.
Some studies identify particular characteristics associated with floor level, especially views, that can influence prices.
In a study modelling the value of views from high-rise buildings, Yu et al. (2007) confirmed anecdotal evidence that
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units with a view do indeed result in a premium in Singapore. Interestingly, a study by MacDonald (2005) of new-build
condominiums in Vancouver also found that ground floor units with direct street access (i.e. units located in a podium
of a high-rise building) appeared to appeal to passers-by: “[t]he survey of people walking along downtown streets
with direct entry ground-floor units found that 74% would like to live on the block, and, if money were no factor, 56%
would like to live in a ground-floor direct entry unit rather
Figure 22: Street-facing townhouses integrated into a
than an upper-floor unit” (p. 28).
high-rise building in Vancouver, Canada

In the evidence we also identified a study by Chen (2016)
which suggested that the pricing of high-rise residential
units can be manipulated by developers. Chen explains
that developers in China often retain “large blocks
of condominium projects after the project has been
completed, which can consist of commercial space,
residential space, or both” (p. 18-19). This allows them to
restrict the supply of units meaning they can wait until a
market appreciates before selling. We return to the power
that developers play in the long-term life cycle of high-rise
residential buildings in Section 4.4.5.
Image credit: James White

4.2.4. Evidence on high-rise residential branding
strategies

Some of the studies we identified (e.g. Costello, 2005; Fincher, 2004; Fullagar et al., 2013) investigate developers’
branding strategies and the role they play in shaping the public discourse on high-rise residential development.
This discourse positively portrays high-rise residential living by glorifying the imagined experience of a high-rise
lifestyle (e.g. Costello, 2005; Fincher, 2004; Fullagar et al., 2013; Nethercote, 2019). Interestingly, Costello (2005) found
similarities between contemporary conceptualisations of high-rise living and “the understandings of high-rise public
Figure 23: Marketing for condominiums in Canada celebrating diversity (L) and architectural form (R)

Image credit: James White
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housing that emerged in the 1960s and 1970s” (p. 49), which portrayed modernist high-rise buildings as a solution
to numerous urban problems. Fast forward to the present day and high-rise residential development for private sale
similar seen by “government, developers, planners and occupiers as saving the inner city from decay and indicative of
a re-vitalised CBD” (p.49).
Contemporary high-rise residential buildings are often branded as providing “a lifestyle for [their] occupants that is
unavailable in other housing forms” (Costello, 2005, p. 55), while also being lionised “as prime residential real-estate
and spaces for the privileged” (ibid.). Writing about this phenomenon in Melbourne, Australia, Nethercote (2019)
reports that the discourse formed by marketing strategies and media around high-rise residential development
“actively construct and prime urban publics to accept contemporary associations of vertical ascent with elite
succession and exclusive urbane lifestyles” (p. 15). Ornstein et al. (2011), in their study on Sao Paulo, further argue that
in many marketing and branding discourses access to comfortable and secure amenities and common spaces are
emphasised.
A study by Fincher (2007), which also examines high-rise residential development in Melbourne, reports that
developers employ narratives that highlight their apparent innovation and role in providing housing for those in need,
such as wealthy ‘empty nesters’ (i.e. older adults without children). Fincher summarises the three central claims in the
developer narratives as:
First, a new group of ‘empty nesters’ is said to have emerged, whose demands for expensive, high-rise
housing are now being catered for. Secondly, a new group of wealthy internationally sourced students has
appeared in Melbourne and their requirements are also now being satisfied. And thirdly, the significant,
even brave, role of major actors in the development industry, in creating this satisfactory situation, is
described (p. 644-645).
Fullagar et al. (2013) criticise the narratives of developers for being too narrowly focused and based on out-of-date
stereotypes that do not account for the diversity of building occupiers and potential purchasers. They argue that,
in the case of Brisbane, Australia, advertising for high-rises has “reproduced normalized identities and erased social
differences in the context of everyday urban leisure practices” (p.293). Fullagar et al. (2013) further investigate “‘notions
of ‘liveability’ through the depiction of idealised spatial experiences that typify urban leisure lifestyles” (p.280). These
portray an imagined future framed by “a new, contemporary, high-rise way of life” in which high density urban
environments are presented as “a site of possibility within an affective economy that promises greater ‘liveability’,
autonomy, leisure, proximity, excitement, engagement and the satisfaction of a ‘good’ life’” (p. 283). The depiction
of ‘leisurescapes’ in and around new high-rises residential buildings emphasise their positive impacts on quality of
life. Fullagar et al. (2013) write that these include “enjoyment through socializing or relaxed solitude, intimacy with
loved ones, the excitement of city living and hedonic possibilities (bars, restaurants, theatres)” (p. 291). They argue that
“marketing images must conjure liveable spaces that generate affects and mobilize consumer desires for the leisureorientated lifestyle opportunities on offer” (ibid.).
Pow (2009) reaches a similar conclusion in his study of Singapore, contending that “[m]ore than ensuring security,
gated communities in Singapore [which are often high-rise] ultimately represent the selling of a gracious lifestyle
and the exclusive good life” (p.221). Arguably, the gated-ness and shared amenities of a high-rise residential building
provide an alluring sense of prestige and exclusivity, as well as a sense of security from the outside world. However,
promoting easy access to amenities for marketing purposes is not limited to amenities provided within a high-rise
development. Some high-rise residential buildings are marketed on the basis of their proximity to high quality public
amenities, as shown in a case study on Melbourne’s Southbank by Dovey and Symons (2014).
4.2.5. Summary
To summarise, this section has considered evidence on some of the financial aspects of high-rise residential buildings,
focusing on the globalising investment market for high-rise building, the price determinants of high-rise buildings
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and the marketing strategies adopted to sell highrise lifestyles. In covering these themes, we found that:
l

l

l

l

l

Many studies consider contemporary high-rise residential development to be an example of neoliberal
urbanisation practices and globalisation.
The evidence suggests that political actors and governments facilitate and sometimes encourage high-rise
residential development to attract international inward investment.
Contemporary high-rise residential development has increasingly become an investment asset proliferated by the
movement of transnational capital. This can have a negative impact on access to housing and the efficient use
of urban space, especially considering the fact that some high-rise residential units are bought by investors and
kept empty, while the price of these units remains unaffordable for many urban dwellers (we discuss the impact of
high-rise residential development in Section 4.3).
The pricing determinants of high-rise residential units can vary depending on the context and characteristics of a
building. Key determinants include: height/floor number, views and volume of space.
The branding strategies used by developers are widely explored in the literature and contemporary high-rise
development is often glorified and presented as a lifestyle choice. The narratives that developers adopt to sell
units in high-rise buildings are often based on occupier stereotypes.

4.3. The impacts of high-rise residential buildings on cities and
neighbourhoods
There is a substantial body of international evidence on the impacts of contemporary high-rise residential
development on building residents and local neighbourhoods. We identified six main themes in this fertile arena of
scholarship: the demographics of high-rise residential buildings and target groups; evidence on owners and renters;
the rules and norms that govern life in a high-rise development; the gendered experience of high-rise living; the
services and amenities provided in high-rise residential buildings; and, the gentrification effects of high-rise buildings
and surrounding neighbourhoods.
4.3.1. Evidence on the demographics of high-rise residential buildings and target groups
Debates about the characteristics of high-rise dwellers and the target groups that policymakers and developers alike
envisage when planning and developing high-rise residential buildings form a substantial discussion in the literature
(e.g. Costello, 2005; Evans and Unsworth, 2012; Fincher, 2004; Fisher and McPhail, 2014; Fullagar et al., 2013; Grassmick,
2002; Roberts, 2017; Rosen and Walks, 2015; Troy, 2018; Webb and Webber, 2017). These studies, and others, suggest
that new high-rise residential developments are mostly targeted at single individuals (e.g. young professionals) or
families without children (i.e. young childless couples or older couples without children or whose children have
moved away from the family home – so called ‘empty nesters’) as well as immigrants who recently moved to the
cities where high-rise developments are located (Costello, 2005; Lehrer et al., 2010; Lehrer and Wieditz, 2009; Rosen,
2017). While the evidence confirms that the target groups of developers and policymakers dominate the market for
housing in high-rise residential buildings, the evidence also suggests that the actual residents of these developments
are more diverse than the aimed target groups imply. To illustrate, according to Reid et al. (2017) study in Australia,
families with children do also live in high-rise residential buildings, but their needs are often not adequately catered
for.
Evidence from Singapore finds that high-rise residential buildings in private condominium tenure are overwhelming
occupied by professionals, “over 90% of residents in condominiums and private flats hold white-collar occupations,
with over 70% of them in senior managerial and professional positions” (Pow, 2017, p. 219). The demographics of
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high-rise residential buildings are explored in more detail by Webb and Webber in their research on the Canadian
city of Toronto (2017). They identify three main groups that are attracted to contemporary high-rise development in
Canada: “older ‘empty nesters’ downsizing to smaller, lower maintenance housing; younger adults and newly formed
households seeking to get on the property ladder; and millennials (people who reached adulthood in the early 2000s)
attracted by the availability of urban amenities and access to centralised employment opportunities” (p. 49). Also
looking at Toronto, Lehrer and Wieditz (2009) report similar findings using data from the City of Toronto, collected in
2007, which found that high-rise occupiers in the city:
tend to be young (between 20 and 40 years of age); highly educated; couples or singles without children;
full-time employed; they live in close proximity to work; earn above average household incomes; and are
likely to own their bachelor or one to two bedroom units (p. 153).
The same report also indicates that this demographic composition is the result of effective policies and marketing
strategies that have attracted this target group to condominiums in the centre of the city. For Rosen and Walks (2015),
demand for city centre condominiums may also be the result of “changes in consumer preferences, growing demand
for homeownership, increasing appreciation for living near cultural amenities, and aspiration to live downtown and
near public transit also feature in the social construction and articulation of condo-ism in Toronto” (p. 306). In contrast,
a study conducted in the UK, which combined an overview of the planning and development dynamics behind
high-density developments with a survey conducted with occupiers of high-rises in Leeds, found that residents of
contemporary high-density buildings are mostly young individuals or couples (Evans and Unsworth 2012), not older
individuals or older families without children as found in the Canadian examples.
The services and amenities provided in many modern high-rise residential buildings tend to reflect the demographic
focus on adults, whether young or old, without children (Costello, 2005; Fincher, 2004) and, as a case study conducted
in Melbourne, Australia found, many developers are keen to develop childfree spaces (Costello, 2005). A 2004 study by
Fincher (2004), again carried out in Melbourne, furthermore reveals that the narratives used by developers to describe
their projects typically exclude children and more commonly target younger women in a ‘pre-family’ stage. Fullagar et
al. (2013) also find evidence of this childless discourse in their study of high-rise developments in Brisbane.
Yet, as we noted above, the evidence also shows that both families and women with children sometimes choose (or
are forced by limited choices to select) homes in high-rise residential developments as found in the case of Southport
on the Gold Coast of Australia (Reid et al. 2017). Nethercote and Horn (2016) report that in the Australian context, the
ratio of families living in high-rises is still quite low when compared to European countries, but has been increasing
over the last decade. They argue that the families that do live in high-rise buildings in Melbourne experience a way of
living that “involves processes of adaptation, contestation and appropriation as changing familial needs, norms and
desires are reconciled within the socio-material constraints and affordances of high-rise homes” (p.1593).
In stark contrast, research on high-rise buildings in Turkey by Serin (2016) found that, in Istanbul, some occupiers
moved into high-rise developments for their children since these developments offer open spaces at ground level
(e.g. large segregated green spaces) and areas where children can play safely. This suggests the amenities provided
in the high-developments, particularly open spaces for children which are scarce in İstanbul, do have an impact
on whether people choose to move into high-rise developments as individuals or families. This suggests that the
decisions developers take to provide certain amenities, including those not aimed at families in the aforementioned
Australian cases, is driven by the type of buyers they hope to attract. Ultimately, Nethercote and Horn (2016) criticise
what they see as a lack of focus on creating suitable living environments for children and families in high-rise
residential developments. They argue that “attracting and retaining (childless) consumer citizens to the inner city
articulates neatly with a neoliberal agenda of urban growth, competition, and commodification” (p.1582).
4.3.2. Evidence on owners and renters in high-rise residential buildings
The evidence also shows that contemporary high-rise residential buildings are often home to both owner occupiers
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and renters. As we discussed in Section 4.3.1, many units in high-rise residential building are bought by investors,
either for the rental market or to leave empty. Owner occupiers in a high-rise residential building are likely to have
been motivated to buy a unit for reasons beyond its investment potential. A study based in Australia by Fisher and
McPail (2014) looks at the reasons why owner occupiers chose to live in high-rise residential buildings in Australia and
finds that their decisions are often motivated by “the expectation of living in a community with people who formed a
‘relatively homogeneous group” (p. 794).
The preceding finding reflects that fact that lower income occupiers tend to be filtered out by the price tag of private
condominiums which results in the creation of “homogeneous socio-economic residential enclave[s]” (Pow, 2017, p.
220). Graham (2015) similarly finds in an example from Mumbai, India that “…buildings like the Indiabulls development
are attractive because they bundle together a wide range of services, introduce access control filters and walls against
the perceived threats of the externalised city, and allow reliable, high-quality infrastructures to be offered to residents
on a club basis”’ (p. 635-636).
The ratio of rented to owner occupier units in a high-rise residential building is closely related to the investment
characteristics that increasingly shape their development (see Section 4.2.2 for a more detailed discussion of the
evidence on investors and high-rise buildings). According to Rosen and Walks (2015), developers in their case study
city of Toronto are aware of the fact that “a significant proportion of units” (p. 303) are sold to investors who aim to
rent them out. This claim is supported in their paper by City of Toronto data from 2012, which “pegged the proportion
of rental condos in the downtown at 45%, while condo analysts claim that upwards of 80% of new condo units in the
downtown have been bought by investors, with most of these units geared for the rental market (Pigg, 2011)” (quoted
in: Rosen and Walks, 2015, p. 303). As well as selling to investors, developers also often retain ownership of units in the
building and rent them out directly (Rosen and Walks, 2015). This can impact the smooth internal management of
high-rise residential building as we discuss further in
Figure 24: Australia’s Gold Coast where the needs of owner
Section 4.4.5.
occupiers and holiday renters can collide

Rosen and Walks (2015) further argue that
condominium development in Toronto has assumed
a monopoly over new build rental housing stock,
meaning that high-rise residential units have
become a de facto choice for young households
and newcomers. This supports the claim by
Grassmick (2002) in his United States-based work
that homeowners do not necessarily choose to
reside in high-rise housing but rather have few
other affordable options. Grassmick (2002) argues
that many homeowners, or those wanting to be
homeowners, are pushed by market conditions into
the restrictive ownership class of the condominium,
rather than necessarily choosing to live in such
Image credit: JR-Stock
developments. Much the same argument is made
by Troy (2018) in his study of condominium development in Sydney, Australia, when he notes that the “choices that
people are able to effect are to a large extent structured by the opportunities with which they are presented” (p. 1332).
Serin et al. (2016) confirm this in their Turkey case where they found that some owner occupiers of high-rises viewed
these developments as the best possible option because they provided key amenities and were affordable, rather
than places they would aspire to live.
The transient nature of residents occupying high-rise residential buildings is an emerging subtopic in the wider
literature (e.g. Lehrer et al., 2010; Rosen and Walks, 2015). A 2017 study by Reid et al. on the Gold Coast of Australia, for
example, exemplifies the tensions between a more transient population (i.e. holidaymakers renting units on a short
term basis) and longer-term owner occupiers and renters residing in the same high-rise development, noting that “[h]
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olidaymakers exhibited minimal moral or communal obligation in their consumption of the building’s facilities. This
compounded frustration and dissatisfaction experienced by residents” (p. 454). Another group of (semi) transient
residents are second homeowners. Writing about the case of Jerusalem, Rosen (2016) notes that around 10,000 innercity units are owned by foreign residents, some of whom have second or third homes and whose primary residences
are in other countries. This creates challenges associated with absenteeism, which can be challenging when decisions
about building maintenance, for example, need to be made (we return to this topic in Section 4.3.2).
In the perhaps rather unique example of the Corporation of the City London, the local authority with jurisdiction
over London’s financial ‘Square Mile’, Roberts (2017) describes how the Corporation deliberately targeted a “transient
population of staff working in the business sector who would stay for one or two years” (p. 162) when supporting
new residential development, rather than looking to create long-term accommodation for families. Roberts argues
that this was partly a strategy to prevent future ‘community building’ which might stand “in the way of the drive for
growth” (p. 162).
4.3.3. Evidence on the rules and norms governing life in high-rise residential buildings
The lived experience of high-rise residential development is a key focus in the literature. Some of the studies we
identified examine how life in a dense, high-rise living environment is, to some extent, governed and mediated
by the rules, regulations and norms established in the legal titles of the building (i.e. condominium or strata title)
and semi-formal guidance imposed by the management of the high-rise developments, as well as the collective
decision-making practices of fellow residents – a topic we return to in more detail in Section 4.4. These codified and
discretionary practices impact how services and amenities are used and maintained and can influence how building
residents behave. Condominium boards often employ private management companies to take charge of the complex
array of maintenance issues that invariably occur in many buildings and police them on their behalf. In a study of highrise residential building in Canada, Lippert (2014) describes some of the common rules and regulations imposed on
residents:
They [the management] specify whether and how you can make noise after 10 PM; the size of your cat;
what you can wear in recreation areas; how long you can leave your vehicle in front of the building; how
long and how many guests can stay with you (so as not to become free riders); whether you can place
laundry or your favourite sports team symbols on the balcony; and whether and how you can remodel
your kitchen or paint your exterior door (p. 60).
Lippert argues that the enforcement of these rules and regulations amounts to a form of private policing, although in
a later study with Treffers (2016), the author notes that these sorts of rules are not always followed or enforced. “The
nexus of condo rules and surveillance,” they write, “…attempts to institute a degree of certainty that never quite
materializes, as rules are frequently broken, ignored and/or deemed trivial” (p. 427). The condominium boards charged
with policing building rules and regulations – which are usually composed of building resident volunteers – often
devote considerable time and energy to addressing complaints about “noise, smoke, pets, parking, vermin and other
nuisances”. If these concerns are ignored, Lippert and Treffers argue, they can quickly “boil over into costly litigation”
(ibid.).
A study in Australia by Fisher and McPail (2014) finds that the residents of high-rise residential buildings are quite often
dissatisfied with the operation of their building. Complaints about poor service quality, ineffective communication
and unethical and undemocratic practices of management are often rife, while some building residents also resent
the lack of control they have over practices that affect their everyday life. This improves, argue Ariff and Rima (2018),
when a positive relationship is forged between owner-occupiers and those assuming building management
responsibilities. Yet, in spite of this, it is common for building residents to elect not to join their condominium board
or homeowners association, preferring “to let others manage condo life on their behalf” (Lippert, 2014, p. 63). This
challenge is reiterated by Yau (2011), whose study of Hong Kong high-rises found that residents are either passive or
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react when they become dissatisfied. Participation, Yau argues, thus occurs “in response to the building problems that
they could no longer tolerate” (p. 352).
According to Yau’s study, building residents who engage with management matters are usually “older, better
educated and less wealthy homeowners” (p. 345). The study found no correlation for gender or length of residence
with participating in management matters. Lippert and Steckle (2016) find that motivation for homeowner
participation in building maintenance and management can often result from self-interested concerns about
preserving or increasing the value of one’s unit. As noted above, we return to the challenges associated with
collective actions and building management in Section 4.4.
4.3.4. Evidence on gender and the lived experience of high-rise residential buildings
Some studies examine the role that gender plays in shaping the lived experience of high-rise residential buildings
(e.g. Fincher, 2004; Kern, 2010, 2007). As we discussed earlier in Section 4.3.1 on the demographics of high-rise
residential buildings, Fincher’s (2004) study of developers’ narratives in Melbourne, Australia reveals the gendered
nature of marketing and the focus on childless women as a key market demographic. In her study of condominium
development in Toronto, Kern (2007) also confirms that images of women are prevalent in the advertising discourse
for new high-rise residential development. “In conducting a visual analysis of twelve typical editions of the weekly
advertising magazine Condo Guide from 2006, she writes, “I observed that women were included in approximately
87% of all the ads that featured people, and approximately 47% of those ads featured only women” (p. 666).
In a later study, which also focused on Toronto, Kern (2010) found multiple examples of “images of women enjoying
urban amenities, and images of women or women’s body parts used as symbols to represent values associated with
either the city, or a particular condominium development” (p. 215). Such imagery, she argues, represents “both the
ways in which city life is portrayed as freeing and indeed particularly suited to women, and the ways that the female
body is commodified” (ibid.). Although this imagery might appear to frame high-rise residential development as a
means of liberating women via consumption, Kern (2010) warns that it is contradictory to a feminist understanding of
the city.
Figure 25: The sexualisation of condominium advertising in For Fincher (2004), developers’ narratives that include
women do not necessarily refer to other matters of
Toronto

Image credit: James White

gender. Although they present high-rise lifestyle as a
matter of leaving “the (burdensome) suburban home
of domesticity” (p. 337) behind, they still promulgate
the idea of older ‘empty nester’ women as “domestic
organisers and controllers of their husbands’ new
enjoyment of the central city ‘lifestyle’ ” (p. 337). In
contrast, younger women, as discussed in Section 4.3.1,
are often framed as being in a ‘pre family formation’
stage, climbing an assumed pathway towards “suburban
family life at a later stage” (p. 326). Developers’ narratives
thus invariably “see women, separately from the couples
they make up with men, only as potential victims
requiring the security that high-rise apartment living is
said to provide” (ibid.).

Kern’s (2010) study, which was based on interviews with high-rise residents, finds that for many women who live in
high-rise residential buildings the (often extensive) security features provided as part of a condominium development
(see below) are important considerations that influence their everyday life. “Security,” Kern argues, “helps these
women to feel comfortable in their homes, attenuating the perceived risks, at least in the private realm” (p. 221). The
fact that the units within high-rise residential buildings are located well above street level and that the density of a
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high-rise building means neighbours are physically close by reinforces this sense of security (Reid et al., 2017). In Kern’s
(2010) opinion, the securitised residential spaces created by Toronto’s high-rise developers are ultimately produced:
partially through gendered ideologies about cities, bodies, safety and danger that (re)emerge or are (re)
invigorated in the context of Toronto’s revitalization hopes and fears. The dynamic tension between
freedom and fear, excitement and anxiety, highlights the gendered constitution of the neoliberal makeover
of the city, and the patriarchal power relations that continue to structure contemporary urban life (p. 209210).
4.3.5. Evidence on services and amenities in high-rise residential buildings
Many studies consider the multitudinous ‘amenities’ that are commonly provided within contemporary high-rise
residential buildings for the exclusive use of building residents, and some question whether this type of development
constitutes a form of ‘vertical’ gated compound (e.g. Dredge and Coiacetto, 2011; Fisher and McPhail, 2014; Graham,
2015; La Grange, 2014; Ornstein et al., 2011; Pow, 2009; Reid et al., 2017; Rosen and Walks, 2013). The types of services
and amenities found in a contemporary high-rise residential building are increasingly wide-ranging and include
private open spaces, recreation areas, sports facilities such as gyms and swimming pools, and designated spaces for
social gatherings like barbecues. It is not uncommon to find buildings that have movie theatres and even spa facilities.
As briefly discussed in the preceding section, high-rise residential buildings also offer enhanced security for building
residents. Many have CCTV infrastructure, and
Figure 26: A securitised entranceway to a condominium in
access-controlled entry points, while more ‘highToronto designed to look like a hotel forecourt
end’ complexes might include on-site concierge
and security services, for which residents pay a
higher monthly service charge. Lippert and Treffers
(2016) argue that the ‘security features’ included
in contemporary high-rise residential buildings
are also used to ensure that building residents
adhere to the rules and regulations of the building
(see Section 4.3.3). The authors note that this is
“sometimes used as a selling point” (p. 426).
For some researchers, the provision of extensive
amenities within a high-rise residential building
poses a challenge to the natural composition
of the city as it risks widening social exclusion
because key elements of public life are effectively
privatised, reducing, for example, the number
Image credit: James White
of people living in a neighbourhood that might
support a local community centre or local business. For Rosen and Walks (2013), this blurs the lines between the public
and the private, creating “hybrid constellations of public–private property regimes” (p. 162). Dredge and Coiacetto
(2011) and Nethercote (2019) similarly point out the problematic nature of privatised facilities and services and argue
that they segregate urban space, hindering urban life and active citizenship. As Dredge and Coiacetto (2011) argue, “[t]
he private provision and management of community facilities can lead to decay in the social and political life of cities,
parks and neighbourhoods” (p. 430). On the other hand, Lehrer and Wieditz (2009) report on a survey conducted
by the City of Toronto which found that high-rise occupants in the city “were attracted to the area by aspects of an
‘urban lifestyle,’ such as the proximity to work/school, public transit, entertainment and shopping” (p.153).
4.3.6. Evidence on the neighbourhood impacts of high-rise residential developments
In Section 4.2.2, we considered evidence on the growing trend of housing units in high-rise residential buildings
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being bought and sold as global investment assets, often with little intention of the unit being occupied by an owner
occupier or renter or being used occasionally as a second or third home (e.g. Atkinson, 2019; Roberts, 2017; Rosen,
2016). Atkinson (2019) coined the term ‘necrotectural form’ to describe this phenomenon. The ‘underuse’ of space
in this way has been criticised for negatively impacting “the public life of the city and the livelihood of its working
citizens” (Atkinson, 2019, p. 11). Public life is diminished by what might be termed pseudo-density; tightly packed highrise apartments with very few residents, while the lives of working citizens and inner city communities are negatively
impacted by escalating house prices fuelled by investors (Nethercote, 2019).
In their exploration of condominium development in Toronto’s inner city, Rosen and Walks (2015) argue that high-rise
condominium-led redevelopment in former working-class areas is “a process of new-build gentrification” (p. 299),
while Graham (2015) similarly describes this practice in Vancouver, Canada as ‘engineered gentrification’. Rosen and
Walks (2015) also emphasise the role of both the public and private sector in promoting the type of development that
accelerates gentrification. As we described in Section 4.1.1, the drive to create more sustainable cities has encouraged
local authorities to adopt urban intensification policies that have led to taller buildings and greater urban density.
Using the example of Jerusalem, Rosen (2016) observes that building height is often a matter of negotiation between
the public officials and private sector and reflects “private developers’ profit-making needs and planners’ attempts
to balance between urban development goals and
Figure 27: Bankside regeneration, London
economic gains for the city” (p. 87).
In some cases, the evidence shows that high-rise
redevelopment projects, with a loosely-defined
‘regeneration’ mission, replace former public, social or
affordable housing with high-end or prime high-rise
housing for the private real estate market, as in the
cases of London and Toronto (Atkinson, 2019; Graham,
2015; Rosen, 2016). As we explored in more detail
in Section 4.1.1, local politicians are often drawn to
high-rise buildings as a means of sculpting a global
city image. In this endeavour, land uses that are seen
as incompatible with this agenda are swept away
under the guise of regeneration. Observing a case
on London’s South Bank, Harris (2008) described
Image credit: Peter Moulton
how, “before being bought by London Town,” a site
at 44-47 Hopton Street near to the Tate Modern “was
not a ‘dilapidated warehouse’ or ‘brownfield’ site, as commonly assumed, but a fully operational paper wholesaler”
(p. 298). Harris argues that stories like this one where “employment has been lost or relocated in sectors not deemed
suitably contingent with London’s ‘global city’ status have largely been neglected in the hoopla surrounding the
internationally celebrated revitalisation of areas such as Bankside” (p. 298).
4.3.7. Summary
To summarise, this section has explored the evidence on the socio-spatial impacts of contemporary high-rise
residential development focusing on topics including demographics, gender, and neighbourhood gentrification. Our
review of this aspect of the evidence revealed that:
l

There is a wide-ranging debate in the literature about the ways in which high-rise residential buildings are planned
to accommodate particular demographics groups including young professionals, couples without children and
transient population such as student and immigrants.

l
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The evidence suggests that high-rise housing is often actively promoted as inappropriate for children or children
with families, despite evidence showing that families with children do live in high-rise residential buildings.
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l

l

l

l

l

There is an emerging field of study on gender and high-rise residential development, although it is a relatively
underexplored topic. Existing studies focus on the particular impact that this housing type has on women’s use
and enjoyment of the city, and gendered and sexualised marketing strategies.
There is a growing literature on the amenities and services provided for the exclusive use of residents living in
contemporary high-rise residential buildings. The evidence suggests that the policing and management of these
amenities can cause tensions amongst occupiers, although studies also show that building residents rarely chose
to engage in collective action (i.e., join a condominium board/homeowner association), unless pushed (we return
to this topic in Section 4.4).
At a wider scale, the private provision of amenities and services within high-rise residential building is criticised in
the literature because of the ‘privatising’ effect it has on wider public life and surrounding neighbourhoods.
The evidence shows that high-rise redevelopment projects often replace former public, social or affordable
housing with contemporary high-rise residential buildings for private sale – often at premium prices.
The investment characteristics of high-rise development and the role it plays in accelerating gentrification in
inner-city neighbourhoods is a cause for concern in the literature, although some policy interventions such as the
requirement for accommodating affordable units imposed through planning approval processes in the UK are also
emerging.

4.4. Managing and maintaining high-rise residential buildings
There is a growing debate in the literature on the long-term challenges associated with managing and maintaining
high-rise residential buildings. Five key themes emerge on this topic: building management arrangements; collective
action and board membership; financing models for long term maintenance, the physical resiliency of high-rise
buildings and neighbourhoods; and the power that developers of high-rise residential buildings maintain after
construction and occupation; and, why this highlights a need for legislative reform.
4.4.1. Evidence on building management arrangements
Despite high-rise residential unit ownership increasing in many countries, the internal management of these buildings
has received only limited academic attention (Arkcoll et al., 2013). In our review, we did not find any evidence on the
internal management of high-rise residential buildings in the UK and, as we noted in Section 3.2, the terminology
used to describe residential high-rise development differs around the world. Beyond the UK, buildings in multiple
ownership (i.e., condominiums, buildings in strata title, etc., which are the principal focus of existing research) have
a tripartite ownership structure (Chen, 2016; Van der Merwe, 2015). This requires residents/owners to be individually
responsible for their own unit (apartment, flat, etc.), fractionally responsible for the upkeep of the building, or series of
buildings within which their unit is located, while also being a member of the building owners’ association.
As we previously discussed, owners’ associations are variously called a ‘condominium association’ or ‘condo board’,
‘homeowner association’, ‘management corporation’ or ‘body corporate’ (Dredge and Coiacetto, 2011; Lippert and
Steckle, 2016; Pow, 2017). In the United States, writes Bennett (2010), this means that unit owners are “citizens of that
association subject to its governing and taxing powers so long as they remain owners” (p. 272). This legal definition
is broadly the same in countries with similar condominium/strata title legislation. An owners’ association’s governing
and taxing powers, or ‘inner governance’ (Lippert and Steckle, 2016) arrangements, are typically overseen by a
group of elected members who represent the wider association of unit owners (Bennett, 2010). In Singapore, unit
owners are also called ‘subsidiary proprietors’ (Pow, 2017). The group of elected members will typically employ a
management company to deal with day-to-day maintenance although this doesn’t mean that the elected members
are not responsible for a significant amount and complex array of administrative issues relating to the upkeep of their
building.
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Unit owners, through their elected boards of management, are responsible for the long-term management of the
building (or series of buildings). Bennet (2010) states that their responsibilities typically extend to providing for “the
care, upkeep, and physical maintenance of the common elements,” (p. 272) as well as enforcing the legal documents
that were produced and signed when the building was created. In effect, the legal documents act as a written
constitution that sets out the “rights and duties of the owners - the original owners, as well as all future ownersand is an important document in modern land development” (p. 267). Like any executive or board of management,
residents’ associations are also required to “establish sound fiscal policy, keep proper records, establish budgets
and assessment rates12” and procure building insurance (p. 272). Bennett furthermore argues that condominium
governance can sometimes be an example of “participatory democracy at it best” (p. 274), particularly when unit
owners are engaged and proactive in ensuring a building’s long-term health. In practice, however, the long-term
management of high-rise residential buildings in shared ownership can be fraught with challenges, especially if, as we
briefly touched upon in Section 4.3.3, the residents are apathetic or more generally disengaged from the day-to-day
management of the building (Chen, 2016; Fisher and McPhail, 2014).
Writing from a Chinese perspective, but highlighting an issue that is germane elsewhere, Chen (2016) notes that,
when compared with traditional home ownership, “the rights and obligations of condominium owners are multiple
and therefore more complicated” (p. 7). Describing this complexity in more detail, Lippert (2014) explains that “the
scope of governance” which owners have to engage in is increasingly wide, extending to “…garbage collection,
infrastructure improvement, parades, business seminars, physical security, and internet services…., and transit,
physical security, and recreational services (for condos) for their respective members” (p. 56). To avoid disputes, Chen
(2016) argues that it is important that the responsibilities of owners and board members are clearly established in the
founding constitution or plans of subdivision that determine the individual and common rights of the building. In
many jurisdictions this is a legal requirement that is set out in statue, however, there remains scope for conflict and
dispute between unit owners. As such, buildings in shared ownership can emerge as a “key locus for the design of
private law reforms and a vehicle for potential incremental shifts in the ways people interact and collaborate within
such organisations” (Lehavi, 2015, p. 6).
The ways in which decisions are made by elected boards differs depending on the context and overarching
legislation. In some places, the elected board might have significant powers to make decisions on behalf of the
owners’, while in other places a voting majority or super majority might be required for standard or abnormal
maintenance charges. Disputes can arise when individual unit owners have different long and short term aims, or
the “organization is plagued with apathetic homeowners or dictatorial and untrained board members” (Bennett, 2010,
p. 274). These challenges may be revealed, state Reid et al. (2017), when the “short term letting objectives” (p. 440) of
some unit owners compete with the long term objectives of owner occupiers. Such challenges, the authors argue,
provide an important insight into how residents negotiate “responsibilized citizenship in the governance of spaces” (p.
440).
The ‘citizenship’ question is one explored quite widely in the literature. Grassmick (2002), for example, notes that,
in the United States the tendency of condominium boards to impose restrictions on unit owners to control their
behaviour or impede on their personal aesthetic choices, often under the guise that such restrictions are “enhancing
the quality of life in the condominium community” (p. 185). While a condominium association cannot typically
restrict exactly who buys or rents a condo unit, rules can be established that determine whether owners can have a
pet, whether children are allowed to reside in the building, whether units can be rented out, what colour curtains or
blinds residents can install, and the times/day of week that residents can move in or out of their unit (Grassmick, 2002;
Lippert and Steckle, 2016). These types of restrictions allow condominium associations to ‘engineer’ the composition
of the building population, should they choose to. Reflecting on the opportunities for ‘personalisation’ by owners of
ground floor units and townhomes in Vancouver condominium buildings, MacDonald (2005) makes a similar point to
Grassmick (2002), noting that ‘strata associations’ (the terminology used in British Columbia, Canada) are responsible
12
‘Assessment fee’ is a term used in the United States to describe condominium maintenance fees that are not covered by the monthly fee. For example, cyclical
stairwell cleaning would likely be included in the standard monthly fees, whereas a one-off repair to a broken security door would be classed as an ‘assessment fee’
and collected separately.
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for the entire building and may therefore impose restrictions that prohibit owners at ground level from personalising
their indoor and outdoor space, thus impacting the potential animation and diversity of the street experience for
residents and passers-by.
Some unit owners may, of course, welcome the internal restrictions imposed on behaviour and aesthetic choices and,
indeed, rules that might appear draconian to one person, might be the reason why someone else chose to purchase
a condominium in the first place (Grassmick, 2002). For Grassmick, a challenge arises when these rules become
exclusionary and are used to curate the ‘character’ of the community, meaning that certain classes of people cannot
reside in the community that’s been created – whether inadvertently or not. With this in mind, Grassmick poses a
critical question:
should a condominium association be permitted to take actions that would be prohibited if the board
was a municipal government, and should broader concerns of public policy concerning access to housing
constrain a condominium association’s ability to act? (p. 206).
Examining the democratic intentions of collective ownership from a different perspective, Lehavi (2015) considers
the role of condominium governance in China. He reflects on the fact that, for some scholars, this form of internal
governance represents an opportunity for democratic decision-making and collaboration in a context where citizens
are otherwise expected to be obedient to the state. Lehavi argues that the challenge for a new condominium
association is “…confronting formal arguments and cultural practices relying on ‘social harmony’” (p. 22). He notes
that, while some home owner associations in China have been effective over the long term, others have faced the
challenges of apathy and divisiveness found elsewhere (e.g. Bennett, 2010; Reid et al., 2017). Lehavi (2015) concludes
that, as a result, it may take some time for “HOA [homeowner association] self-governance to firmly take root in
Chinese culture” (p. 26).
4.4.2. Evidence on collective action and board membership
Some of the evidence we identified focused on why unit owners seek election to a condominium board or
homeowner’s association and thus participate directly in the management of a high-rise residential building (e.g.
Easthope and Randolph, 2016; Lippert and Treffers, 2016; Reid et al., 2017; Yau, 2011). Reporting on research conducted
in Hong Kong, Yau (2011) finds that “older, better educated and less wealthy homeowners” (p. 345) are the most active,
and that one of the significant determinants that causes them to get involved is “sense of community” (p. 345). Yau’s
study also found that one of the most significant barriers to involvement, particularly among younger and workingage residents, was the time-consuming nature of participation, principally the requirement to attend a large number
of meetings – a finding shared with research conducted by Lippert and Treffers in Canada (2016). At the same time,
however, Yau reported that residents with higher levels of education play an active role “because they are more
conscious about the value of proper housing management or the costs of mismanagement” (p. 352), and that the
motivation for getting involved often stems from their “discontent with the current building performance” rather than
a desire to “participate in housing management more actively” (Yau, 2011, p. 352).
In a study of buildings in multiple occupancy in Australia, Reid et al. (2017) found that unit tenants (rather than unit
owners) are directly marginalised from engaging in the long-term management of high-rise residential buildings due
to their tenure status. The authors note that this imbalance can cause ‘social tension’ between owners and nonowning residents. They also found that the trend towards short-term letting (Air BnB, etc.) is a “major source of tension
for, and between, unit owners” (p. 453) and can be especially problematic because holidaymakers exhibit “minimal
moral or communal obligation in their consumption of [a] building’s facilities” (p. 454).
A further challenge identified by Reid et al., but also in other studies of board membership (e.g. Lippert and Steckle,
2016), was that some owners do not engage in building management because they either lack the knowledge to
take part or simply fail to engage in collective decision-making due to apathy. This, Reid et al. argue, can contribute
to “dysfunctional governance” (p. 453). Whether unit owners have the necessary skills to engage in managing a
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high-rise residential building is also considered in research in the Australian context by Easthope and Randolph (2016),
who note that the owners that are typically elected are only “amateur property managers,” yet take on responsibility
for “property assets worth many millions of dollars” (p. 1833). By way of comparison those responsible for building
management in a commercial or public building would have considerable experience and expertise. In some
instances, explain Lippert and Steckle (2016), less experienced boards rely on their appointed legal counsel to help
make difficult decisions, which can prove financially detrimental to the wider residents’ association who burden the
cost.
4.4.3. Evidence on funding long-term building maintenance
While our review of the evidence did not identify studies that compared high-rise maintenance regimes in different
context, we did find evidence on the utility of different funding models and how they impact the repair and
maintenance of high-rise residential buildings. This topic is explored in some detail by Arkoll et al. (2013) who identify
three main ways that common repairs are funded:
Funds raised from owners at the time common property capital expenditure is required ….Debt funding….a
loan provided by an independent financier or the taking of extended credit period terms to reimburse
a service provider for common property repairs and replacement work undertaken….and (3) an
accumulating fund that is contributed to by owners for the purpose of funding future common property
capital expenditure (p. 285-291, italics added for emphasis).
In reviewing these models, Arkoll et al. note some of their strengths and weaknesses, before pointing to accumulating
funds as the most effective means of budgeting for and undertaking long-term maintenance while maintaining
harmony between unit owners. Raising funds at the time a maintenance bill is pending tends to require unit owners
to provide a considerable sum of money that some may struggle to raise. This, the authors note, can “adversely affect
community harmony” (p. 290), while using debt financing or borrowing can reduce the loan burden for individual unit
owners, but still trigger “unanticipated financial obligations for lot owners when loan repayment levies are first raised”
(ibid.). In noting the benefits of using an accumulating fund, the authors state that, when managed well, such a fund
allows for the “tacit approval of [planned] expenditures”
Figure 28: A high-rise residential building undergoing
over the long-term (ibid). This recommendation is
maintenance to the window-wall in Tokyo, Japan
nevertheless made with a note of caution, which is that
high-rise residential buildings in multiple ownership are
not uniform and differ in terms of age, size, height, etc.
As such, there is not a ‘one size fits all’ solution. Arkoll
et al. urge policymakers to consider the diversity and
complexity of building types when proposing new
legislation and policy – a topic we return to in Section
4.4.5.
4.4.4. Evidence on the long-term resiliency of highrise residential buildings and neighbourhoods
While the previous three sections focused on the social
and legal composition of high-rise residential buildings
and some of the long-term implications of collective
decision-making, this section considers evidence on the long-term physical resiliency of high-rise buildings and
neighbourhoods. Failures in building management, such as those mentioned in the preceding discussion, can have
a considerable impact on the physical health of high-rise buildings. As Sia et la. (2018) explain, high-rise residential
buildings are “subject to the law of diminishing returns” and, therefore, their original form “cannot be preserved
over time” (p. 333). Externally, they are exposed to the weather while, internally, they are subject to wear and tear
Image credit: Shigemi Okano
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and, in some cases, either a lack of maintenance or poor workmanship when maintenance does occur. With this in
mind, Yau (2011) emphasises the importance of “proper management and maintenance of building stock” (p. 236)
for community well-being. Reinforcing the previously discussed need for a suitable funding mechanism for longterm maintenance, Yau argues that “[t]imely maintenance can prolong buildings’ serviceable lives” (p. 346) and, by
extension, avoid reductions in property value.
Sia et al. (2018) note that there is limited research on the maintenance of high-rise residential buildings and, in
particular, whether the residents of high-rise residential buildings are satisfied with the way their building is
maintained. In their study of high-rise residential buildings in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, Sia et al. thus compared
residents’ satisfaction with building maintenance in two condominiums. Their research made a few observations,
including the simple fact that building residents tend to be more satisfied with the experience of living in a highrise residential building when it is well maintained. The research also found that building residents tend to be more
satisfied when a high-rise residential building has “better and newer facilities” (p. 346) suggesting, the authors
argue, that, “it is necessary to provide well managed facilities and efficient maintenance services to create a good
environment for sustainable vertical living” (ibid.).
Another area of focus for researchers examining the long-term resiliency of high-rise residential buildings is the
extent to which building can be adapted for future changes of use or to create different or improved internal living
space as demographics change. This is the focus of research conducted by Wong (2010) in Hong Kong where, as we
explored in Section 4.1.4, space standards within high-rise residential buildings are very cramped. Wong explains that
the arrangement and layout of rooms within a typical Hong Kong high-rise unit are very restricted and, as such, they
do not always “satisfy the highly variable spatial needs of the many users” (p. 174). Furthermore, it is often the case
that new residents undertake alterations to the internal arrangement of their unit before moving in, even when they
are buying a unit in a new building. This arguably represents a considerable flaw in the planning and development
of new living space and is a key barrier to sustainable high-rise development, as Wong explains: “…certain aspects
of a building may become obsolete over time as the needs of the users also change. In this case, however, valuable
resources – material, energy, time, money, manpower – are rendered obsolete before they are even put into use”
(ibid.).
With these challenges in mind, Wong’s research focuses on the potential adaptability of high-rise residential units.
Conducting a survey with building residents, the author found that many residents sought to reconfigure aspects
of their internal living space to “increase the size of the living room,...provid[e] an additional room (as study or small
bedroom),…increase the size of the master bedroom, and…merg[e] two rooms to form a larger room” (p. 177).
Wong also found that structural internal walls within units hamper the opportunities that building residents have to
alter and adapt their living space. With this in mind, the author argues that the current ways of producing high-rise
residential buildings in Hong Kong are failing to meet the changing needs of building residents. Suggesting a flexible
design approach, Wong recommends that planners should take a longer-term view when assessing the impacts and
implications of internal building design. This could be aided, he argues, by ongoing research on the needs of actual
building residents and the incorporation of this data into decision-making.
The need for more long-term and resiliency-minded planning for high-rise residential buildings has also been raised
by other scholars (e.g. Dredge and Coiacetto, 2011; Webb and Webber, 2017). Dredge and Coiacetto (2011) note, for
example, that planning systems have little influence over the long-term impacts of high-rise residential buildings
as the role of planning typical concludes with the granting of planning permission. This means that planners have
limited power to influence building governance, management and maintenance. Nor can they easily make retroactive
decisions that might address any unanticipated neighbourhood impacts of a high-rise residential building, unless a
new building application is being considered (Dredge and Coiacetto, 2011). As we discussed in more detail in Section
4.3.5, high-rise residential buildings, especially those that contain amenities for residents, can have a ‘privatising’ effect
on local areas, where local neighbourhood facilities such as parks, community centres, etc. are underused because
the residents of condominium buildings can access these sorts of services internally (e.g. Dredge and Coiacetto,
2011; Kern, 2007; Rosen and Walks, 2013). This impacts the long-term resiliency of public services and spaces in
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neighbourhoods that are dominated by high-rise residential buildings.
For Webb and Webber (2017) there are also much longer-term concerns about the stability of high-rise residential
neighbourhoods and their future adaptability. A particular concern for the authors is the structure of condominium
title and its potential, not only to delay or disrupt maintenance, as discussed in Section 4.4.3, but, crucially, to hinder
the future redevelopment of a high-rise residential building as it ages. The authors envisage a future scenario in which
an ageing high-rise residential building becomes underused, vacated or ends up in a very poor state of repair, and
needs to be demolished and redeveloped, yet some of the individual residents continue to occupy their unit and
have no wish to cease using the common facilities. Webb and Webber argue that this scenario is exacerbated if the
residents’ board has failed to accrue an accumulation fund or has struggled to make collective decisions due to a
large number of absentee owners. These various factors can prevent the condominium agreement from being legally
dissolved, meaning the building cannot be sold, demolished or redeveloped even if it is in a bad state of repair or has
largely been abandoned. Webb and Webber describe this as the “tragedy of the anticommons” (p. 53), which they
characterise as the result of underusing a resource. They warn that the ‘anticommons’ challenge might be amplified
at the neighbourhood scale if numerous high-rise residential buildings were built around the same time and end up
facing a similar fate.
Webb and Webster go on to note that many condominium neighbourhoods in Toronto, where their study is based,
were planned with a poor understanding of the market that assumed most buyers would be older owner occupiers.
Corresponding decisions about building amenities were therefore made based on their attractiveness for this clientele.
The result, in Toronto at least, is that the neighbourhoods in which a large amount of new condominium stock has
been built do not necessarily have amenities beneficial to the young and increasingly diverse populations that rent or
own a unit in a high-rise residential building. Webb
and Webber conclude that the challenge of the
Figure 29: A well-established condominium requiring
anticommons will become more complex in Toronto
rebuilding in the near future, Sun City, Tokyo
as time passes and if not addressed, could lead to
severe building and neighbourhood deterioration as
encountered in some other parts of the world where
poor living conditions have meant that wholescale
redevelopment is necessary (e.g. South Korea and
New South Wales, Australia).
The particular complexities of long-term collective
action in high-rise buildings is also explored in
research by Yamazaki and Sadayuki (2017), who
consider the particular challenges associated
with reconstructing Japanese buildings to meet
stringent Earthquake standards. Writing in 2017, the
author note that “[m]ore than one million units of
Image credit: James White
condominiums were built before the revision of
the Building Standards Act in 1981…[and]…only
211 condominiums had been rebuilt as of April 2015” (p. 494). This means that the owners of many hundreds of
thousands of condominium units will need to negotiate with one another and take collective action to rebuild highrise buildings that fail to meet the standard. The research showed that the size of a high-rise building (i.e. the number
of unit owners) significantly increases the complexity of reaching a collective agreement, prolonging negotiation
and causing delays. In some cases, unanimity between building residents on the terms of reconstruction cannot
be achieved. This means that those who approved of the reconstruction have to collectively purchase the shares of
those who dissented, leading to the artificial inflation of market values and an often interminable stall to the proposed
reconstruction (Yamazaki and Sadayuki, 2017).
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4.4.5. Evidence on the power of high-rise developers and the need for legislative reform
This final section considers evidence on the long-term challenges associated with the role of developers in the
governance of high-rise residential buildings, including evidence on the need for legislative reform in some
jurisdictions to better regulate collective responsibility. The evidence suggests that developers often have a powerful
influence over the long-term management and maintenance of high-rise residential buildings because their lawyers
tend to produce the founding governance documents that create buildings in multiple occupancy (i.e. condominium,
etc.) (e.g. Chen, 2016; Dredge and Coiacetto, 2011; Easthope and Randolph, 2016; Fisher and McPhail, 2014; Grassmick,
2002; Reid et al., 2017).
In his study of condominium buildings in the United States, Grassmick (2002) argues that the collective governance
arrangements established when a building is completed “are not the felicitous ‘coming together’ of like-minded,
community-spirited individuals” (p. 203), while Easthope and Randolph (2016) explain that the ‘transition phase’ –
when ownership moves from the developer to individual owners – has only received limited research attention and
requires further exploration to understand how collective ownership arrangements are constitutionalised, how the
transference of power and control is managed, and how conflicts of interests are identified and policed.
Exploring this issue further in the Australian context, Easthope and Randolph (2016) argue that the fundamental
problem with developers producing the founding governance rules for a building is that they are driven “to maximize
their profit in the short-to-medium term during the transition phase when the building is being marketed,” but have
“little incentive to consider the on-going management, maintenance, and repairs costs in a scheme” (p. 1834). This is
in stark contrast to the desires of future unit owners who likely want to “purchase a property at a competitive price”
(ibid.), while also ensuring that the cost of owning and maintaining their unit is affordable and that, ultimately, their
unit retains or appreciates in value. The authors caution that, unlike unit owners, developers have much less incentive
“to consider a building’s full life cycle” (p. 1841). In the short-term, developers therefore determine the build quality
and design of the building and also establish the management fee regime, but more long-term, when developers
are no longer involved, these decisions can have a negative impact on “the quality of buildings, the financial viability
of schemes over their life cycle, the balance of power between owners, the effectiveness of management and the
nature and incidence of disputes” (p. 1843). Easthope and Randolph conclude that there is a need to “better integrate
long-term management considerations into decision-making in the design and build phase to ensure on-going costs
to those using the property are minimized” (ibid).
The Canadian researchers Lippert and Steckle (2016) identify analogous challenges with developer behaviour in
Toronto, Canada. In particular, they note that many of the property management companies that condominium
board/homeowner associations rely on to undertake cyclical building maintenance are in fact subsidiaries of the city’s
large condominium developers. Troublingly, they find that the contracting of these firms often occurs at the “first
condo board following transition to owner governance” (p. 136) meaning that the long-term influence of developers
is established very early, arguably, before unit owners have the means or knowledge to challenge a decision. Back
in Australia, Fisher and McPhail (2014) similarly find that “[d]evelopers mainly sell the rights to manage condominium
developments prior to completion of the building, thus removing future owners from the selection process [of the
building management company] and exacerbating the likelihood of conflict” (p. 786).
In China, Chen (2016) argues that the role developers play in the long-term management of high-rise residential
buildings is amplified by corruption and bad behaviour. Chen explains that it is common for high-rise residential
developers to retain a large number of the residential units in a development. Some developers do this to manipulate
the cost of the units by waiting until the local market has appreciated before putting the units they have held back
from sale on the market. Holding back units from sale entirely is also common because it allows developers to
generate a long-term income from the development through leasing (Chen, 2016). The retention of a large numbers
of units by a developer can lead to challenges similar to those identified by Lippert and Steckle (2016) in their research
on Toronto, whereby the developer not only creates the constitutional documents that establish the condominium,
but also assert long-term influence over the condominium board as a powerful owner with multiple shareholdings.
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Chen argues that this allows the developer to “unduly influence the [home owner association’s] activities by blocking
a majority [in cases when a vote of unit owners is required] and thwarting the democratic process” (p. 23) or by
ensuring that maintenance contracts, landscaping services and other legal and professional services are contracted to
subsidiaries or allied businesses owned or controlled by the developer. In seeking a solution to these challenges, Chen
notes that the condominium governance mechanisms used in China differ from place to place. Therefore, “[a] onesize-fits-all solution” to improving regulation and reduce the overreach of developers is unlikely to be effective. Chen
argues that “[w]hen fine-tuning Chinese condominium laws, a balance needs to be struck between flexibility and
standardization” (p. 24). Many of the authors quoted above, and others, share Chen’s conclusion that legal reforms are
needed to ensure that the best interests of unit owners trump the powerful influence of condominium developers
after a building is sold.
Writing about the legal architecture of condominiums in the United States, Grassmick (2002) explains that it can be
difficult to change the legal arrangements of condominium tenure because, as a form of ownership, it is “an odd
hybrid – private property of a sort, governed by private agreements made legitimate only by enabling statutes and
court decisions not firmly grounded in the law of property, the law of contract, or any other particular body of law”
(p. 193). He goes on to note that condominiums have become one of the most common forms of private housing in
US cities and have assumed a quasi-public role as the public sector has retreated from providing housing directly. As
a result, equitable access to affordable housing is determined, not by the state, but through the internal governance
arrangements of individual building in condominium tenure, many of which restrict private renting. Grassmick
(2002) argues that “in a housing climate where developers prefer to fill land zoned for multi-family dwellings13 with
condominiums rather than traditional apartments, leasing restrictions [such as limiting access to families with children]
may devastate a community” (p. 214). In Grassmick’s view, internal condominium governance should be “analogized
to state actors, or the product of state action” (ibid.) and, therefore, “leasing restrictions adopted by condominium
owners’ associations may have a discriminatory, disparate impact, and should be attacked on such grounds” (ibid.).
One of the significant challenges in this arena is that different aspects of condominium law and legislation are
determined by different levels of government, as Harris (2011) explains using the example of Vancouver, Canada:
“[t]he legislation creating condominium is province wide in application, but the zoning of land uses (which
determines where condominium might usefully be employed) and the measures to contain the negative effects
of condominium…are largely municipal” (p. 697). This means that, although local governments plan the growth of
condominium development and have responsibility for the impacts, negative or otherwise, of that growth, it is not up
to local authorities to alter the legal or regulatory failings in condominium law, which are determined at a provincial
(state) level. Identifying much the same problem in Australia, Easthope and Randolph (2016) add that the pace of
condominium development approvals made by local governments often run well ahead of any changes to laws and
regulations at the state level. In this respect, Reid et al. (2017) argue that legislators and policymakers at the state level
need to develop a “stronger appreciation of the way that power can play out in [buildings in multiple occupancy]”
(p. 455). This could lead to better-informed legislation that supports “well-functioning” (ibid.) high-rise residential
buildings.
For Easthope and Randolph (2016), there is a particular need to use regulation to police the behaviour of developers
and circumvent their ability to assume power over the interests of individual unit owners. They argue that tighter
regulations could be introduced “rewarding those developers who do the right thing and penalizing those who do
not” (p. 1841). Such an approach could include better “monitoring and compliance checking” (ibid.) of the internal
governance of high-rise residential buildings, and lead to new legislation that more clearly allows and prohibits
specific actions or activities. Lehavi (2015) notes that, in some Chinese cities, regulatory improvements have reduced
the power that developers have over long-term decision-making within condominiums. In Beijing, for example,
developers are required to hold an initial meeting of new owners when 50% of the units have been sold, allowing
new residents to take early control. Residents can also now approach the local authority directly if they wish to
establish a condominium board/homeowners association, thus bypassing the developer.
The term ‘multi-family dwellings’ used in an article by a North American authors refers to property built, owned and managed by a single developer for rent. In the
UK, this form of housing is called ‘build to rent’ and is growing in popularity as a mean of rental housing supply (see Section 3.2.2 for further details).
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4.4.6. Summary
In this section of the evidence review we have focused on some of the issues associated with the long-term resilience
and maintenance of high-rise residential buildings. To summarise:
l

l

l

l

l

The evidence suggests that the internal governance of high-rise residential buildings presents an opportunity
for localised democracy and collective decision-making, but the complexity of managing high-rise buildings
can create conflicts and challenges between unit owners in a building, especially between owner occupiers and
absentee landlords.
High-rise residential buildings are typically managed via an elected board of residents’ (e.g. a ‘condo board’).
Membership of the board is time consuming and often attracts residents that are older and retired. The evidence
suggests that most building residents do not seek election due to the time commitments associated with
membership or because of apathy. Tenants are often excluded from board membership meaning their views are
often silenced.
Funding the maintenance of high-rise residential buildings is a complex and costly affair and the evidence
suggests that it is extremely important for buildings to have a long-term financial plan with a healthy
accumulating fund to pay for repairs.
The literature explores the challenges associated with the long-term resiliency of high-rise residential buildings
and neighbourhoods comprised of numerous high-rise building. Adapting a residential unit or building for future
demographic change was found to be very difficult, while research also reflected on the considerable complexity
associated with dissolving and redeveloping buildings in condominium tenure (or similar) when they reach the
end of their habitable life.
The evidence suggests that developers often retain control over aspects of building maintenance long after the
units in a high-rise residential building have been sold. This has led some researchers to consider whether the
legislation that governs buildings in condominiums tenure (or similar) should be tightened.
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5. Conclusions: foundations for a future
research agenda
The aim of this evidence review was to develop an international evidence base on the socio-spatial implications of
high-rise residential development for market sale and private rent. We noted in the introduction that some of the UK’s
larger cities, especially London and Manchester, are experiencing a ‘boom’ in high-rise residential development both
for private sale and as ‘build to rent’ properties. This is analogous with recent trends in other cities around the world,
including in Australia, Canada, the United States, Hong Kong and Japan where condominium title (and equivalents
forms of ownership) has been a key part of private sector housing supply for many decades. We also stated that there
appears to be a very limited amount of UK-focused evidence on this bourgeoning development phenomenon – a
claim we subsequently confirmed through our systematic review of the evidence.
Our evidence review was constructed around four principal areas of enquiry: how high-rise residential buildings
are planned and designed; the real estate conditions that fuel their development; what social, economic and
environmental impacts result from high-rise residential buildings; and how these types of building are maintained
and managed over the long-term. Following a systematic evidence review process, we reviewed 87 primary sources
published after 2000 from the academic literature and sought feedback at the start and finish of the review from our
project advisory group.
Our intention was that the findings from this review would be instructive to public and private sector stakeholders
engaged in the planning, design and development of high-rise residential buildings in the UK, while also providing an
evidence-based platform for future, practice-focused research on this urban housing phenomenon. As we explained
in the introduction, we explicitly focused on research about high-rise residential buildings that contain units for
private sale or rent, rather than research on social or affordable high-rise housing provided by the state or through
government subsidies and grants (e.g. via housing associations). This was to reflect the typological and tenurial
character of high-rise residential development booms in London and Manchester and other UK cities.

5.1. Future research pathways on high-rise residential buildings
We identified a wide-range of instructive empirical findings from the evidence, covering a diversity of topics,
including the politics of high-rise buildings, urban view corridors, internal space standards, the international market for
high-rise real estate, the demographics of new build high-rise residential building, their neighbourhood impacts, and
the internal governance of buildings in multi-occupancy and their maintenance. These findings are summarised at the
end of the four sections in the review of the evidence (see Section 4). As part of this exercise, we have also identified
five fundamental gaps in the current evidence that we think are important to consider when determining areas for
future research both in the UK and internationally.
First, and as noted above, we found very limited research on contemporary high-rise residential development in UK
cities. That which does exist focuses principally on the politics of commercial high-rise buildings in the City of London
under the mayoralty of Ken Livingstone over a decade ago. This literature examines the implications of establishing
view corridors towards historic buildings and the ways in which new high-rise development was used by Livingstone
to both project London’s global city status and, at the same time, leverage funding for much-needed social housing
in the city’s boroughs. With notable exceptions (e.g. Atkinson, 2019), there is much less up-to-date research on the
ways in which high-rise residential development has emerged as a dominant means of providing new housing in
London and how it is planned, designed and managed. And, even less evidence on how these trends are shaping
similar decisions outside the capital.
Second, the international evidence on high-rise residential development is geographically restricted to a relatively
small number of cities around the work and almost exclusively focused on developed or Minority World countries.
We identified numerous (and often very robust) studies on the socio-spatial implications of high-rise development
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from cities, including Toronto, Melbourne, and Hong Kong, but only patchy evidence from other places. We found
surprisingly few studies on US and European cities, for example, and very little research on cities in the Majority World.
The reasons for this narrow geographic focus are not altogether clear, and might simply be the result of a critical
mass of research expertise in these particular locations, however, this nevertheless points to the need for further
research in more cities. With this in mind, research on cities that are facing new or perhaps different challenges with
high-rise residential development, such as the UK and cities in the Minority World, should be prioritised. There is also,
we would argue, a need for more comparative studies that examine similar trends in different geographic contexts
and jurisdictions. This would help expand the evidence base on the implications, impacts and ‘lessons learned’ from
places grappling with a broadly similar real estate phenomenon.
Third, the evidence revealed that contemporary high-rise residential development is increasingly driven by global
flows of investment capital rather than the ups and downs of local property markets. Researchers have explored
the myriad implications of this trend focusing, in particular, on commodified housing as a tradable asset rather than
a home, and the ways in which national, regional and local policies that favour ‘sustainable’ urban intensification
have helped facilitate (sometimes inadvertently) this global property phenomenon. Missing from the evidence, we
contend, is ‘hard data’ on the number of residential units that are bought and sold by investors and the extent to
which these units are left empty and underutilised. Understandably, this data can often be hard to source. Finding
ways to accurately capture and analyse it remains an area for forensic future research. This would provide an important
basis for assessing both the sustainability of the market for this type of housing and the extent to which high-rise
residential buildings are produced for a diversity of residents, including older people and families with children. Of
equal importance is the need to enquire further about the role that ‘buy to let’ property will play in shaping the
location and development of future high-rise residential buildings, and whether the conversion of high-rise offices
into residential buildings will accelerate in the wake of the transition to home working brought about by the Covid-19
pandemic during 2020-2021.
Fourth, a considerable body of existing research focuses on the legal frameworks that facilitate the development
of high-rise residential buildings and the new spatial and social orders this creates. In Section 3.2, we noted that
the UK was rather unique in not having adopted an equivalent to condominium or strata title, preferring to rely on
existing leasehold/freehold arrangements in England and Wales and tenement law in Scotland. Although a version of
condominium law, called ‘commonhold,’ was placed on the legislative books in England and Wales in 2002 it has not
been widely employed. Research on the existing legal frameworks that govern ownership in UK high-rise residential
buildings, with a particular focus on that ways in which building residents engage in collective decision making, is
long overdue. Such research should also directly probe the reasons why commonhold has been largely ignored, and
whether the purchasers of residential units in new UK high-rise buildings would benefit when its use, either in its
current or a revised format. The legal and financial challenges faced by flat owners in buildings constructed using
flammable cladding in the wake of the Grenfell tragedy highlights the urgent need for legislative reform, not only
in terms of building safety, but also on individual and collective rights and responsibilities over long-term building
maintenance.
Fifth, the existing evidence has a logical tendency to look at narrowly defined aspects of high-rise residential
development that reflect the research specialisms of the authors. There is also a noticeable division between research
that focuses on the external impacts and implications of high-rise residential development (planning, design,
neighbourhood effects, etc.), and that which examines the internal operation and governance of high-rise residential
buildings. An opportunity thus exits for further cross-cutting research that applies different theoretical approaches
and analytical methods to examine the dynamics of high-rise residential development in the round. This would create
opportunities for collaborative research projects engaging the skills of social scientists, planners, geographers with
those of lawyers, architects and engineers, for example.
In concluding, this international evidence review has covered a wide-ranging and engaging literature that has, on the
one hand, pointed to the benefits and opportunities of high-rise residential development as a form of dense, diverse
and adaptable housing in the inner city. It has explained how this building typology has captured the imagination of
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politicians, policymakers and developers in search of a powerful elixir to help their cities adapt to a changing climate
and emerge more efficient and self-sustaining. Yet, on the other hand, the review of the evidence has revealed the
myriad challenges associated with high-rise residential buildings. Many questions thus remain about the unintended
consequences of urban densification on existing inner city communities, the homogenising effect of a global real
estate model driven by mobile capital, and the challenges associated with ensuring that high-rise residential building
are sufficiently resilient to last, both socially and physically, well into the future.
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Appendix 2: Review guidance
CaCHE Evidence Review Guidance: High-Rise Residential Development: An International Evidence
Review
Purpose of the Review Guidance
l

To facilitate a structured conversation at the start of proposed evidence review

l

Ensures consistency in setting up the reviews, but enables diversity in terms of the ultimate scope of projects

l

Provides evidence of the process used to set up a review, including the justification for restrictions, exclusions and
limitations - this can be used to feed into the write-up of methods for reports and papers

Defining the Review (Step 1)
Review’s Aim / Purpose
The production of dense high-rise housing development has gathered pace over the past ten years in major urban
centres around the world, including in the UK, and London especially. Such development has emerged as a market
and state-led response to both local urban intensification policies and the increasingly global residential real
estate market (e.g. Rosen and Walks 2015; Pow 2017). The vertical reconfiguration of urban form in this way, while
common in some parts of the world – notably in North America and East Asia – is relatively new to the UK but is
emerging as one of numerous ways to increase the supply of housing.
High-rise housing can have profound and potentially long-term socio-spatial implications (Webb and Webber
2017) as previous experiments with such typologies in UK cities during the mid-twentieth century demonstrated.
Poorly planned and/or badly designed, high-rise housing can distort existing “social relations, social boundaries
and urban networks” (Rosen 2016, p. 1), accelerate the gentrification and privatisation of existing neighbourhoods,
and place considerable pressure on existing public infrastructure and local services. The long-term safety, security
and maintenance of high-rise building, as tragically demonstrated by the Grenfell disaster, raises further urgent
questions about the resiliency of high-rise housing production.
The review will probe whether high-rise residential buildings (+10 storeys in height) are a sustainable form of urban
intensification, while reflecting on the internationalisation of the marketplace for luxury flats and apartments. The
review will develop an international scholarly evidence base on how high-rise residential buildings are planned,
built and maintained, and the economic and institutional factors fueling this type of development while also
seeking out evidence on the social, economic and environmental impact of high-rise residential buildings.
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Research Objectives:
(1) The planning and design of residential high-rise building: To identify existing research on the design
methodologies and planning policies that are driving and regulating high-rise housing development in cities
around the world, with a focus on the politics of planning for high-rise buildings, planning and design regulation,
the visual impact of high-rise buildings, internal space standards and international best practices;
(2) Finance, investment and the marketing of residential high-rise buildings: To understand the ‘financialisation’
of housing through high-rise development, with a focus on the political economy of high-rise residential
development, investment strategies, price determinants and branding techniques used to sell high-rise residential
developments);
(3) The impacts of high-rise residential buildings on cities and neighbourhoods: To collate and analyse existing
evidence on the socio-spatial impacts of high-rise residential development, with a focus on demographics, owners
and renters, the rules and regulations governing life in a high-rise building, gender and lived experience and wider
neighbourhood effects; and,
(4) Managing and maintaining high-rise residential buildings: To reflect upon the regulation, care, upkeep and
resiliency of this housing typology, with a focus on building management, collective action, funding arrangements
for maintenance, as well as wider reflections on the long-term resiliency of high-rise residential buildings and
neighbourhoods, the power high-rise developers retain after completing a development, and the potential role of
future legislative change to regulate high-rise residential development in the future

Keywords and Search Query:
(“high-rise” OR “high rise” OR “tall building” OR condo OR condominium OR tower OR “tower block” OR skyscraper)
AND (residential OR housing OR house OR loft OR apartment OR flat OR unit OR “slab block” OR “point tower” OR
“point block” OR podium OR “town house” OR townhouse OR vertical OR verticalization OR verticalisation OR “real
estate” OR development OR building OR neighbourhood OR neighborhood OR “multi owned” OR “multi-owned”
OR “multi title” OR “multi-title”)
Agreeing on the Search Strategy (Step 2)

Criteria/ approach

Justification

Conduct a scan to “get a feel of the
literature”
Completed by Bilge Serin and James White

General search.

To familiarise the
research team with the
recent literature
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Search Medium: Where to look?
First: Broad index search using Scopus and
Web of Science.

Broad.

Second: Focused looking at key journals (to be
identified by CaCHE team (CI and RA)).

Focused.

To make sure exhaustive
review of the evidence
published by the known
sources.

Journals to review
1. Urban Studies
2. Int. Journal of Urban and Regional
Research
3. Environment and Planning B
4. Urban Design International
5. Journal of Urban Design
6. Cities
7. Housing Studies
8. Town Planning Review
9. Journal of Urban Affairs
10. Progress in Human Geography
11. Planning Practice and Research
12. Real Estate Economics
Third: Follow-up/snowballing references on
the reviewed sources

To reach evidence
beyond the circles of
the research group.

Follow-up/snowballing

To reach the primary
sources and possible
further evidence

Type of the Sources: What to review?
Peer reviewed journal articles (using above
key word searches).
Book chapters (using above key word
searches)
Excluded sources: What NOT to review
PhD thesis and dissertations
Conference papers
Books
Grey literature (e.g. non-peer reviewed
academic papers, reports, policy briefs, working
papers)
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Inclusive.

To produce an
exhaustive but focused
evidence review
(scholarly sources only).
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Creating a Core Database (Step 3)

Criteria/ approach

Justification

Collate the sources into a core database

Focused, but comprehensive

To narrow down to the
related sources and
create a comprehensive
but focused database for
the following step.

Reviewing the Evidence (Step 4)

Criteria/ approach

Justification

Review the full-texts of the sources
contained in the database in order to
exclude unrelated sources, according to
the second-round inclusion exclusion
criteria (below).

Systematic and informed.

To review existing
evidence according to
the agreed inclusionexclusion terms.

Quality Appraisal (Step 5)

Criteria/ approach

Justification

The publications to be assessed according to
Quality Appraisal Checklist and the ones
below the threshold to be excluded.

Systematic and informed.

To systematically
evaluate the quality of
the studies and exclude
the ones below the
threshold.

Data extraction (Step 5)

Criteria/ approach

Justification

What to extract from the full text.

Systematic and informed.

To systematically extract
existing evidence
according to the agreed
inclusion-exclusion
terms.

Tool/Software: Endnote
The two-phase-method:
First: Downloading and recording the sources
with their abstracts and keywords, merging the
query results into a main database compiled
by using Endnote, and eliminating overlapping
results.
Second: Reviewing the titles (firstly) and
abstracts (secondly) of the sources in the
database in order to exclude unrelated sources
according to the first-round inclusion-exclusion
criteria (below).

Tool/Software: Endnote/Microsoft Word.

Provided below as data extraction categories
(inclusion-exclusion criteria).
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Synthesising the Evidence (Step 6)

Criteria/ approach

Justification

Revisit the aim, research questions
and the scope of review and revising
accordingly,synthesizing the evidence.

Systematic and critical.

To bring together
identified and filtered
evidence in a meaningful
way.

Undertake the following tasks:
Review, compare and contrast data.
Examine data on relevant outcomes as well as
supporting and contradictory.
Evidence of original program theories.
Use evidence to modify and refine previously
developed program mechanisms and theories.
Identify gaps, disputes, discussion points, major
criticism areas and consensus (if any).

Written output:
l CaCHE evidence review report
l CaCHE blog series
l Conference presentation
l Seminar/Workshop/Event with invited international speakers
l A special issue or an edited volume on high-rise development
l Published articles

Work Plan – Timeline
Completion of the evidence review Nov 2018 – December 2020
l Design of review guidance (Nov 2018)
l Sending the review guidance to expert panel, receiving feedback, suggestions and comments; and finalising
the review guidance (December 2018)
l Compiling a main database (January – March 2019)
l Reviewing the papers (March 2019 – April 2020)
l Drafting the results (June 2020 – December 2020)
l Project Deadline: December 2020
l Launch event or seminar in early 2021
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Inclusion-Exclusion Criteria
First round inclusion/
exclusion criteria

Criteria / approach

Justification

To be applied on the
initial database which
is compiled by title/
abstract/keyword
queries on the search
mediums (indexes,
journals, etc).

Focused, but comprehensive.

The aim of this round is narrowing down to the
related sources and creating a comprehensive
but focused database for the following step.

Publication date
range:

Pre-2000 excluded.

Language:

English.

Country/geographical Not limited with particular countries/regions.
focus:
Thematic fit/
relevance:

Second round
inclusion/exclusion
criteria

Include sources directly engaging with market high-rise residential development.
Exclude sources exclusively about social housing high-rise developments or exclusively
on commercial high-rises.
Criteria / approach

Justification

To be applied on the
full-text the sources in
the main database.

Systematic and informed.

The aim of this phase is to review existing
evidence according to the agreed inclusionexclusion terms.

Publication date range:

Same as in the first round.

Country/geographical
focus:

Same as in the first round.
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Thematic fit/
relevance:

Include:
(1) Publications directly engaging with the design methodologies and planning policies
that are driving and regulating high-rise housing development in cities around the
world.
(2) Publications directly engaging with the impacts of high-rise urban intensification,
particularly on the density of development and unit size and distribution, the mix
of market and social provision, the socio-demographics of owners and occupiers,
families and children as well as evidence on social cohesion, crime, etc. in existing
high-rise neighbourhoods.
(3) Publications directly engaging with financialisation of housing through high-rise
developments, what marketplace is for high-rises, evidence of ownership, capital
investment in high-rise developments (including global investment) and marketing
and branding techniques implemented in high-rise developments.
(4) Publications directly engaging with the long-term resiliency of this increasingly
investor-driven housing typology, and consider the implications for current and
future planning and design policymaking
Exclude:
(1) Sources exclusively about commercial high-rise development or social housing that
were not excluded in the first round since their scopes were not specified in the
abstracts.
(2) Sources about technical aspects and high rise building design (e.g. architectural
engineering, BIM, technologies used in high rise design and construction).

Participants
characteristics:

No exclusion based on participant characteristics.

Research setting:

No exclusion based on participant characteristics.

Methods:

No exclusion based on participant characteristics.

Validity thresholds
and/or relevance for
exclusions and/or
weighting:

Quality Appraisal Checklist to be applied (see overleaf).
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Quality Appraisal Checklist

High

Med.

Low

Poor/to
exclude

Quality Appraisal Stage 1 – Research Quality in General
1.1 Transparency
Clear statement of aims and objectives
• Clear statement rationale for why study was undertaken
• Clear and adequate description of the context
• Transparent methodology: Explicit about methods used, including
benefits and limitations and sampling including sample size and sample
selection
1.2 Rigour
• Thorough and appropriate approach applied to key research methods
Appropriate research design given aims/objectives (including questions,
data collection methods and data analysis methods)
• Appropriate sample selection and sampling methods
• Findings clearly linked to purpose of study
Quality Appraisal Stage 2 – Research Quality according to
methodology
2.1 Quantitative
The research measures what it says it measures
• Measures of concepts are consistent
2.2 Qualitative
The research observes or identifies what it says it does
• The research appears to be dependable
2.3 Mixed Methods
Quantitative analysis has been applied adequately
• Qualitative analysis has been applied adequately
• The quantitative and qualitative parts are well integrated
Quality Appraisal Stage 3 – Overall rating
High/Medium/Low/Poor
If it is poor, write a couple of sentences on your assessment and exclude:
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Data Extraction Sheet
Please write the reference for the reviewed paper here
Please also copy the abstract of the paper here

1. Research aim of the paper:
2. What methods are used?
3. What theoretical standpoint is taken by the authors (implicitly or explicitly) and whose views are
reflected?
4. What are the key findings and research results regarding:
(1) Existing research on the design methodologies and planning policies that are driving and regulating high-rise
housing development in cities around the world and in the UK
(2) Existing evidence on the impacts of high-rise urban intensification, particularly on density, unit size and the sociodemographics of owners and occupiers, market and social provision, families and children as well as evidence on
social cohesion, crime, etc.
(3) The ‘financialisation’ of housing through high-rise development, in particular the marketplace for high-rise condos/
flats, evidence on ownership data, housing as a commodity, global investment, and the marketing and branding
techniques used to sell high-rise housing developments.
(4) The long-term resiliency of this housing typology, and consider the implications for current and future planning,
design and housing policymaking.
5. What policy/planning/industry/design recommendations does the paper suggest?
6. What research gaps are identified or further research suggested?
7. Limitations of the reviewed research
8. Significant quotes (In addition to quotations in above sections)
9. References to follow up
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